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Terminology 
 
Many different terms are used to describe the kinds of activities that we refer to as 
“protests” and “protest activities” throughout this guide. In this guide, we use the terms 
“protests” and “protest activities” as umbrella terms that capture a broad range of activities 
that others might prefer to call “activism”, “advocacy”, “demonstrations”, “direct actions”, 
“dissent”, or other such terms. Similarly, we use the term “environmental activists” to refer to 
individuals who engage in protests for environmental reasons (including climate change 
mitigation advocacy). We use these terms for convenience, consistency, and readability, 
recognizing that different names mean different things to different people and that some 
readers will prefer to describe their activities differently. 
 
The exceptions to our umbrella use of the terms “protests”, “protest activities”, and 
“environmental activists” are exceptions that reflect the unique cultures and characteristics 
of Indigenous environmental advocacy in Canada. In this guide, we use the term 
“Indigenous rights advocates, land defenders, and water protectors” to refer to Indigenous 
individuals who take action to defend lands and protect waters within their territories. 
Similarly, we use the term “Indigenous rights advocacy, land defence, and water protection” 
instead of terms like “activism” or “protest” to recognize that Indigenous action in these 
spheres is informed by Indigenous laws and legal traditions, is shaped by Canada’s colonial 
history and colonial present, and is reflective of Indigenous rights and resistance 
movements that are happening internationally. 
 
Other terms that we use throughout this guide may be unfamiliar to you. If so, these 
definitions can tell you what they mean. 
 
Aboriginal Rights: Within Canada’s constitutional law, “Aboriginal rights” are rights that 

flow from the distinctive cultural practices that First Nation and Inuit  
 communities engaged in before contact with Europeans and that Métis 
 communities engaged in before Europeans gained effective legal and  
 political control in relevant areas. Section 35 of Canada’s Constitution 

Act, 1982 recognizes and affirms the Aboriginal rights of Indigenous 
peoples in Canada. 

 
Civil Proceeding: A civil proceeding is a legal proceeding in which private parties ask  
  courts to resolve private disputes and award compensation for harms.  
 
Common Law: The common law is law that has developed through generations of 

judicial decision-making (i.e., decisions made by courts), as opposed 
to laws made by governments in statutes, regulations, and by-laws. 

 
Crown: In Canada, the federal, provincial, and territorial governments and their 

various ministries, departments, and agencies are often referred to as 
“the Crown”. Public prosecutors working for the Public Prosecution 
Service of Canada and the Nova Scotia Public Prosecution Service 
are typically called “Crown counsel” or “Crown attorneys” and are often 
referred to simply as “Crowns” or “the Crown”. 
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Indigenous Rights: In this guide, we use the term “Indigenous rights” as an umbrella term 
that refers to a broad spectrum of Indigenous rights that are asserted 
internationally and recognized under the United Nations Declaration 
on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples. Canadian governments and 
courts do not necessarily recognize all Indigenous rights (in this sense 
of the word) as being protected under Canada’s Constitution, and so 
the term “Indigenous rights” does not necessarily mean the same thing 
as “Aboriginal rights” or “treaty rights” in all contexts. 

 
Law Enforcement Officer: In this guide, we use the term “law enforcement officer” as an  
  umbrella term that refers to several persons who are empowered 
  to enforce Canadian laws. This includes “public officers” and  
  “peace officers” as those terms are defined in Canada’s Criminal 
  Code, as well as “conservation officers” appointed by the  
  Government of Nova Scotia, fisheries officers, and members of 
  municipal police forces.  
 
Legislation: The term “legislation” refers to statutes and regulations made by 

government.  
 
Party:  In legal spheres, the terms “party” and “parties” refer to persons who 

are taking part in a legal proceeding (such as litigation) or legal 
arrangement (such as an agreement or contract). For example, 
it is common to speak of “parties in a proceeding” or “parties to an 
agreement”. 

 
Penal Proceeding: In this guide, we use the term “penal proceeding” to refer to all  

legal proceedings in which persons are prosecuted for alleged 
violations of the law. These include criminal proceedings for charges 
under Canada’s Criminal Code as well as regulatory proceedings for 
charges under provincial statutes like Nova Scotia’s Crown Lands Act 
and Protection of Property Act. 

 
Treaty Rights: Within Canada’s constitutional law, “treaty rights” are rights that flow  

from solemn treaty promises made to Indigenous nations by the British  
Crown or, more recently, the Crown in right of Canada. Section 35 of 
Canada’s Constitution Act, 1982 recognizes and affirms the treaty 
rights of Indigenous peoples in Canada. 
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Introduction 
 
Why We Wrote This Guide 
 
Biodiversity loss, climate change, and environmental degradation by pollution are 
threatening human existence as we know it. These crises are also perpetuating the colonial 
dispossession of Indigenous peoples in Canada and are subjecting racialized communities 
to disproportionate environmental and climate harms. Against this backdrop, we see more 
people than ever before participating in protests that call for ambitious climate action, anti-
racism in environmental decision-making, ecological sustainability, and Indigenous rights 
recognition. 
 
It is often said that the freedom to protest peacefully is fundamental to healthy democracies.  
In Canada, freedom of expression and freedom of peaceful assembly are protected 
under the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms (“the Charter”), where they provide 
constitutional foundations for the right to protest.1  
 
Importantly, Canadian courts recognized the democratic value of freedom of expression 
long before the Charter was established in 1982.2 Since the advent of the Charter, 
Canada’s courts have developed an impressive body of decisions that emphasize the 
importance of freedom of expression and articulate the social, political, and individual 
values that freedom of expression upholds and protects. Physical violence is the only form 
of “expression” that Canada’s courts do not recognize as being protected by Charter—all 
other forms of expressive activity that aim to communicate meaning fall under the Charter’s 
protection (although that Charter protection does not mean that your freedom to express 
yourself is unlimited).  
 
This long legal tradition informs the law of protests in Nova Scotia. Protest activities like 
rallies, marches, and other demonstrations are expressive activities that are constitutionally 
protected through the legal effects of the Charter, which means that peaceful protests are 
not simply condoned in Canada—they are recognized as being an important part of the 
fabric of Canadian society. 
 
Like all of the rights and freedoms set out in the Charter, freedom of expression and 
freedom of peaceful assembly can be limited under the law by “such reasonable limits […] 
as can be demonstrably justified in a free and democratic society”.3 This guide aims to help 
you understand your right to protest by identifying and explaining legal limitations on that 
right. By focusing largely on activities that can create legal risk, our intention is not to 
discourage anyone from engaging in peaceful protest. The starting point for our analysis is 
that the Charter freedoms of expression and peaceful assembly are vital constitutional 
freedoms that everyone in Canada should feel able to exercise.  
 
 
 
                                                       
1 See the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, Part I of the Constitution Act, 1982, being Schedule 
B to the Canada Act 1982 (UK) 1982, c 11 at sections 1 and 2 [“the Charter”]. 
2 See the decision of the Supreme Court of Canada in R v Keegstra, [1990] 3 SCR at page 726. 
3 See the Charter at section 1. 

https://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/const/page-12.html#h-40
https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/1990/1990canlii24/1990canlii24.pdf
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“Peaceful” Protests, “Lawful” Protests, and Civil Disobedience 
 
Not all “peaceful” protest activities are “lawful” protest activities under Canadian law. Many 
common protest tactics such as blockades, encampments, and occupations of private or 
public lands will violate Canadian law, even if they are used “peacefully” in the sense of 
being non-violent.  
 
“Civil disobedience” is a phrase that is used to describe one form of deliberate, non-violent 
transgression of the law. Much has been said and written about the role that civil 
disobedience has played in social justice movements around the world, and there is no 
doubt that many movements are inspired to use it tactically. Although we do not assume 
that every individual who engages in civil disobedience shares exactly the same philosophy 
about its use, it is generally understood that civil disobedience involves breaking a law 
intentionally in order to draw attention to a perceived injustice in the legal system.  
 
By definition, civil disobedience is unlawful—it involves deliberately breaking the law for an 
ideological or political purpose. Some well-known philosophies of civil disobedience expect 
that persons who engage in civil disobedience will accept the legal consequences of their 
actions because they believe that enduring legal punishment by an unjust regime is part of 
the process of raising public consciousness and inspiring public sympathy for their cause. 
 
Lawyers in Nova Scotia have a professional obligation to discourage violations of the law. 
This guide is not designed to help you engage in civil disobedience or avoid its legal 
consequences. Instead, by identifying common protest activities that could lead to arrest, 
penal proceedings, or civil proceedings, the guide can help you to tell the difference 
between protected protest activities and activities that could put you in legal jeopardy (i.e., 
put you at risk of being arrested, detained, charged, or sued).   
 
We recognize that protestors may choose to engage in civil disobedience. We also 
recognize that protestors may experience surveillance, intimidation, detention, and arrest by 
law enforcement officers even if their protest activities are peaceful and lawful. With these 
realities in mind, this guide also discusses the sources of law enforcement officers’ powers 
to arrest, detain, and use force, and it highlights some of the fundamental rights that you 
have when you are arrested or detained. 
 
With few exceptions, this guide does not discuss defences that may be available when a 
person is charged with violating the law as a result of protest activities. If you are facing 
charges, you should contact a lawyer who can help you to assess your situation and who 
can represent you if necessary.  
 
Special Considerations for Indigenous Rights Advocates, Land Defenders, and Water 
Protectors 
 
The Charter freedoms of expression and peaceful assembly are constitutional guarantees 
that apply to everyone in Canada—Indigenous and non-Indigenous alike. In this sense, 
many of the laws surrounding Indigenous rights advocacy, land defence, and water 
protection in Nova Scotia are the same laws that surround protests by non-Indigenous 
persons in the province. However, the unique histories of Indigenous peoples in Canada 
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and their unique rights as peoples mean that the law of protests in Nova Scotia includes 
unique considerations when Indigenous rights are at stake.  
 
Not all Indigenous advocacy in Canada is connected to environmental issues, but many 
high-profile Indigenous rights disputes arise in the context of proposed developments that 
threaten to desolate traditional territories, diminish community health, and disrupt cultural 
transmission that depends on the continued presence of wildlife species. Against the 
backdrop of colonial dispossession and the fight for cultural continuity, Indigenous rights 
advocacy, land defence, and water protection in Nova Scotia are multifaceted and complex, 
as they have constitutional and international law dimensions that are not fundamental to 
protests by non-Indigenous groups.  
 
Canada’s Constitution Act, 1982 recognizes and affirms the Aboriginal rights and treaty 
rights of the Indigenous peoples of Canada. Indigenous peoples in Canada also assert 
inherent and collective human rights under international law, and although some of those 
rights have not yet been recognized fully by the Government of Canada or Canadian courts, 
the ongoing development of international law and the Canadian implementation of the 
United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples will hopefully lead to more 
progress in that regard.  
 
Indigenous rights advocates, land defenders, and water protectors sometimes use 
advocacy tactics that look like civil disobedience. These tactics might include setting up 
encampments on lands to which an Indigenous nation claims title but which are currently 
“owned” or leased by the Crown or an industrial corporation; other tactics might include 
barring or blockading access to an industrial site. Although tactics like these may look like 
civil disobedience as we described it above (intentional disobedience of the law to draw 
attention to a perceived injustice in the legal system), the concept of civil disobedience does 
not necessarily capture all of the nuances of Indigenous rights advocacy, land defence, and 
water protection in the Canadian legal landscape.  
 
One important difference is that Canadian laws and law enforcement regularly create 
barriers to Indigenous practices that are protected constitutionally, forcing Indigenous 
individuals to defend themselves in court by proving the existence of their Aboriginal and 
treaty rights. As a result, Indigenous individuals and communities who assert their rights to 
occupy and manage lands or access natural resources may find themselves criminalized in 
the eyes of Canadian law enforcement. The frustrating and perilous reality for Indigenous 
peoples in Canada is that they are often assumed to be breaking Canadian laws when 
actually they are exercising rights that are protected under the Constitution—the supreme 
law of Canada.  
 
Another important difference is that Indigenous rights advocacy, land defence, and water 
protection are often grounded in Indigenous laws and legal orders. In theory, Indigenous 
nations’ rights to implement their own laws and legal orders are protected under the 
Constitution, but Canadian courts have not yet provided enough guidance on this issue, and 
it remains the case that Indigenous rights advocates, land defenders, and water protectors 
are often criminalized for upholding Indigenous laws that conflict with Canadian laws. For 
example, a water protector who chooses not to leave a site where a corporation intends to 
pipe pollution into a river may stay because her nation’s traditional laws give her a legal 
right or legal obligation to remain and protect the river. At the same time, her decision to 
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stay may breach provincial trespass laws or constitute criminal mischief under Canada’s 
Criminal Code. In situations like this, the phrase “civil disobedience”, as it is commonly 
used, does not really capture the underlying clash between two legal systems. 
 
The constitutional and international law dimensions of Indigenous rights advocacy, land 
defence, and water protection mean that some aspects of the law of protests discussed in 
this guide are unique to Indigenous peoples and groups. We have flagged important 
differences throughout, but we have not explained how Indigenous rights advocates, land 
defenders, and water protectors could raise Aboriginal and treaty rights as defences against 
charges in court. If you are facing charges and would like to assert Aboriginal or treaty 
rights in your defence, you should contact a lawyer who can help you to understand the 
process and who can represent you if necessary.  
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Recognizing Legal Risk: Grounds for Arrest and Penal Proceedings 
 
In Canada, freedom of expression and freedom of peaceful assembly are constitutional 
rights that can be limited only by “such reasonable limits prescribed by law as can be 
demonstrably justified in a free and democratic society”.4  
 
Canadian governments and courts set limits on freedom of expression and freedom of 
peaceful assembly when those rights run up against other rights and interests that are also 
protected by law, such as public interests in safety and private property rights. Some limits 
on freedom of expression and freedom of peaceful assembly are found in laws enacted by 
federal, provincial, and local governments; others are found in common law rules and 
doctrines. 
 
Understanding how your freedoms of expression and peaceful assembly are restricted by 
other rights and interests can help you to participate in protests more confidently. This 
chapter aims to help you recognize legally risky protest activities by identifying some 
common activities that are offences under the Criminal Code, provincial laws, and local by-
laws in Nova Scotia.  
 
The offences we identify in this chapter are offences that are fairly common to protest 
settings. This is not an exhaustive list of activities that could expose you to legal liability as a 
protestor—just because an activity is not mentioned here does not mean that it is risk-free. 
 
Criminal Code Offences 
 
Canada’s Criminal Code is a federal statute and is Canada’s primary source of criminal law.  
 
     Introduction to Indictable, Summary, and Hybrid Offences 
 
Prosecutions under the Criminal Code proceed summarily or by indictment. Some listed 
offences can only be prosecuted summarily, and these are called summary offences. 
Some listed offences can be prosecuted only by indictment, and these are called indictable 
offences. Other listed offences can be prosecuted either summarily or by indictment, and 
these are called hybrid offences.  
 
In general terms, summary offences are considered to be less serious than indictable 
offences. For that reason, summary proceedings are more streamlined than indictment 
proceedings. One especially big difference is that individuals who stand trial in summary 
proceedings are tried by a judge alone—they do not have the right to choose trial by jury. 
Also, because summary offences are considered to be less serious than indictable 
offences, the potential penalties for summary offences are lower than the potential penalties 
for indictable offences. 
 
Maximum sentences for summary conviction offences are set out in subsection 787(1) of 
the Criminal Code, which states: 
 
                                                       
4 See the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, Part I of the Constitution Act, 1982, being Schedule 
B to the Canada Act 1982 (UK) 1982, c 11 at sections 1 and 2. 

https://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/const/page-12.html#h-40
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787(1) Unless otherwise provided by law, every person who is convicted of an 
offence punishable on summary conviction is liable to a fine of not more than $5,000 
or to a term of imprisonment of not more than two years less a day, or both. 

 
A fine and a term of imprisonment can be imposed together. If the court imposes a fine 
alone, the sentencing order can also say that the convicted person’s failure to pay the fine 
will lead to imprisonment.5 Other sentencing options are also available under the Criminal 
Code. These are discussed in more detail below. 
 
Another important difference between summary proceedings and proceedings by indictment 
is that the Criminal Code creates a twelve-month limitation period within which summary 
conviction charges must be laid.6 This means that charges cannot be brought more than 
twelve months after a summary conviction offence allegedly occurred, unless the person 
accused of the offence gives their consent. However, for hybrid offences (where the Crown 
has the choice to proceed either summarily or by indictment), the Crown can choose to 
proceed by indictment even after the twelve-month limitation period for summary conviction 
offences has passed.7 
 
If you are charged with committing a hybrid offence, you do not get to choose whether your 
charge will proceed summarily or by indictment. That choice is made by the Crown in its 
capacity as prosecutor. The Crown’s decision to proceed summarily or by indictment will 
shape the process that follows.  
 
If you have been charged with an offence, you should seek advice from a lawyer who can 
help you to understand your situation and help you with your defence.  
 
The following Criminal Code offences are common to protest settings. 
 
 Assault 
 
Imagine that you are participating in a protest and a scuffle breaks out. Maybe counter-
protestors who oppose your cause have instigated or provoked physical contact. Maybe law 
enforcement officers have tried to move or remove members of your group. Physical 
contact in circumstances like these can lead to charges of assault. 
 
The criminal offence of assault can take many forms, and it does not require much 
physical force. Depending on the circumstances, a single push, slap, or thrown object could 
be enough to ground charges.  
 
The Criminal Code contains several assault offences, all of which share the same root in 
common assault. Common assault is defined in subsection 265(1) of the Criminal Code. It 
is committed by: intentionally applying force to a person who does not consent to that force; 
attempting or threatening to apply force to a person who does not consent to that force; or, 

                                                       
5 Importantly, if you are charged with committing a hybrid offence, these maximum sentences will not 
apply if the Crown chooses to proceed by indictment. If the Crown chooses to proceed by indictment, 
harsher penalties could be imposed upon conviction.  
6 See the Criminal Code, RSC 1985, c C-46 at subsection 786(2). 
7 See the Supreme Court of Canada’s decision in R v Dudley, 2009 SCC 58. 

https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/2009/2009scc58/2009scc58.html
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accosting, impeding, or begging from a person while openly carrying a weapon or imitation 
weapon. Common assault is a hybrid offence. If the Crown chooses to proceed by 
indictment, conviction can lead to imprisonment for up to five years.8  
 
A more specific form of assault is assault with a weapon. This offence is defined in 
subsection 267(a) of the Criminal Code. It is committed by carrying, using, or threatening to 
use a weapon or imitation weapon while committing an assault. Assault with a weapon is a 
hybrid offence. If the Crown chooses to proceed by indictment, conviction can lead to 
imprisonment for up to ten years.9 Importantly, many things that you may not think of as a 
conventional “weapon” can be characterized as a weapon for the purposes of this offence. 
For example, if a person carrying a placard at a protest is accused of hitting someone with 
that placard, the placard may be characterized as a weapon for the purposes of this 
offence. 
 
Another more specific form of assault is assault of a public officer or peace officer. This 
offence is defined in subsection 270(1) of the Criminal Code. It is committed by: assaulting 
a public officer or peace officer who is engaged in the execution of their duty; assaulting a 
person who is trying to help such an officer; or, assaulting someone with the intent to resist 
or prevent arrest or detention. Assault of a public officer or peace officer is a hybrid offence. 
If the Crown chooses to proceed by indictment, conviction can lead to imprisonment for up 
to five years.10 
 
Additionally, just as “assault with a weapon” exists as a specific form of assault under the 
Criminal Code, assaulting a public officer or peace officer with a weapon is also a 
specific offence under the statute. This offence is set out in paragraph 270.01(1)(a) of the 
Criminal Code, which makes it an offence to do any of the things described in section 270 
(summarized above) while carrying, using, or threatening to use a weapon or imitation 
weapon. This is a hybrid offence that can be prosecuted summarily or by indictment, and, if 
the Crown chooses to proceed by indictment, it is punishable by imprisonment for up to ten 
years. 
 
 Causing a Disturbance in or near a Public Place 
 
Imagine that you are participating in a protest in which disruptive activities are being used to 
draw attention. Maybe your group is singing or shouting loudly outside corporate offices 
where an industry conference or stakeholder meeting is being held, making it difficult for 
those inside to carry out their purpose. Maybe your group has staged a sit-in or “die-in” in 
front of or inside a government office, making it difficult for staff and visitors to get in and out 
of the building or perform their work as usual. Activities like these can lead to charges of 
causing a disturbance in or near a public place. 
 
The criminal offence of causing a disturbance in or near a public place is defined in 
subsection 175(1) of the Criminal Code. It is committed by causing a disturbance in or near 
a public place (outside of a building or structure that is used as a permanent or temporary 
residence) in one of the following ways: fighting, screaming, shouting, swearing, singing, or 
                                                       
8 See the Criminal Code, RSC 1985, c C-46 at subsection 266(a). 
9 Ibid at subsection 267(a).  
10 Ibid at paragraph 270(2)(a). 
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using insulting or obscene language; being drunk; or, impeding or molesting other 
persons.11  
 
Causing a disturbance in or near a public place is a summary conviction offence. Conviction 
can lead to a fine of not more than $5,000 or to a term of imprisonment of not more than two 
years less a day, or both. 
  
The Supreme Court of Canada has made it clear that “causing a disturbance”, in the context 
of this offence, means causing an “externally manifested” disturbance, as opposed to simply 
disturbing someone’s mind by annoying, offending, or upsetting them.12 When courts look 
for evidence of an externally manifested disturbance in or near a public place, they look for 
a disturbance that has actually interfered with “the ordinary and customary use by the public 
of the place in question”.13 In doing so, courts can rely on evidence given by a law 
enforcement officer as to whether members of the public were in fact disturbed—courts do 
not have to hear testimony from everyone who allegedly was disturbed.14   
 

Disobeying a Court Order 
 
Imagine that you are participating in a protest on an access road to an industrial site, 
knowing that the corporation using the site has obtained a court-ordered injunction that 
prohibits demonstrations on the road. Activity like this can lead to a charge of disobeying a 
court order. 
 
The criminal offence of disobeying a court order is defined by subsection 127(1) of the 
Criminal Code, which makes it an offence to disobey lawful orders that have been made by 
courts (or by others who have been authorized to make such orders). Injunctions are court 
orders that fall squarely within the scope of this offence. 
 
Disobeying a court order is a hybrid offence. If the Crown chooses to proceed by indictment, 
conviction can lead to imprisonment for up to two years.15 
 

Intimidation 
 
Imagine that you are participating in a protest on a public access road to an industrial site, 
where you and other members of your group are stopping site employees as they drive by 
on their way to work so that you can speak to them and share your views about their 
industry. Activities like these can potentially lead to charges of intimidation. 
 
The criminal offence of intimidation is defined in subsection 423(1) of the Criminal Code. 
Intimidation can take several forms, all of which share the common element of being 

                                                       
11 This offence can only be committed outside of a “dwelling house”, which section 2 of the Criminal Code 
defines as “the whole or any part of a building or structure that is kept or occupied as a permanent or 
temporary residence”. 
12 See the Supreme Court of Canada’s decision in R v Lohnes, [1992] 1 SCR 167 at pages 180-81. 
13 Ibid at page 177. 
14 See the Criminal Code, RSC 1985, c C-46 at subsection 175(2). See also R v Hennessey [1977], 36 
NSR (2d) 398—a 1977 decision of a Nova Scotia County Court. 
15 See the Criminal Code, RSC 1985, c C-46 at paragraph 127(1)(a). 

https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/2009/2009scc58/2009scc58.html
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activities that are done wrongfully and without lawful authority in order to compel a person to 
not do something they have a right to do, or, to compel a person to do something they have 
a right not to do. The activities that can ground a charge of intimidation include: using 
violence or threats of violence against a person or their intimate partner, children, or 
relatives; injuring a person’s property; persistently following a person; hiding tools, clothes, 
or other property that a person owns or uses, or otherwise preventing or hindering a 
person’s use of such things; following a person in a disorderly manner on a highway, in a 
group of at least one or more other persons; besetting or watching the place where a 
person lives, works, carries on business, or just so happens to be; and, blocking or 
obstructing a highway.  
 
Importantly, section 2 of the Criminal Code defines the word “highway” broadly, as meaning 
“a road to which the public has the right of access”. The definition of the word also includes 
bridges over which roads pass and tunnels through which roads pass.  
 
Intimidation is a hybrid offence. If the Crown chooses to proceed by indictment, conviction 
can lead to imprisonment for up to five years. 
 

Mischief 
 
Imagine that you are participating in a protest in which you and other members of your 
group are chaining yourselves to industrial equipment or interfering with tools or machinery 
in other ways to stop or prevent them from being used. Activities like these can lead to 
charges of mischief, as can activities involving direct property damage or defacement, such 
as through the breaking of windows or graffitiing.  
 
The criminal offence of mischief is defined in subsection 430(1) of the Criminal Code. It is 
committed by wilfully: destroying or damaging property; rendering property dangerous, 
useless, inoperative, or ineffective; obstructing, interrupting, or interfering with the lawful 
use, enjoyment, or operation of property; or, obstructing, interrupting, or interfering with any 
person in the lawful use, enjoyment, or operation of property. 
 
If mischief causes actual danger to life, it is an indictable offence, and conviction can lead to 
imprisonment for life.16  
 
If a person commits mischief that does not cause actual danger to life and relates to 
property that is a “testamentary instrument” (i.e., a will) or has a value of more than five 
thousand dollars, that mischief is a hybrid offence. If the Crown chooses to proceed by 
indictment, conviction can lead to imprisonment for up to ten years.17 
 
In general, if a person commits mischief that does not cause actual danger to life and 
relates to property that is not a testamentary instrument and has a value of less than five 
thousand dollars, that mischief is a hybrid offence. If the Crown chooses to proceed by 
indictment, conviction can lead to imprisonment for up to two years.18  
 
                                                       
16 See the Criminal Code, RSC 1985, c C-46 at subsection 430(2). 
17 Ibid at subsection 430(3)(a). 
18 Ibid. 
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It is important to note that the Criminal Code includes specific provisions that address 
mischief relating to special forms of property like war memorials and “cultural property”, and 
those forms of mischief carry different, more specific penalties. The Criminal Code also 
includes a specific form of mischief in relation to computer data, which carries specific 
penalties as well. 
 

Resisting or Wilfully Obstructing 
 
Imagine that you are participating in a protest that leads to law enforcement action. Maybe 
law enforcement officers are beginning to make arrests; maybe they are trying to control the 
situation in other ways, such as by moving protesters away from sensitive locations like 
roadways or the doors of office buildings. In such circumstances, interfering with the 
officers’ activities can lead to charges of resisting or wilfully obstructing a public officer or 
peace officer in the execution of their duty.  
 
Section 129 of the Criminal Code defines several offences, one of which is the criminal 
offence of resisting or wilfully obstructing a public officer or peace officer in the 
execution of their duty. The “resisting” aspect of this offence is commonly known as 
“resisting arrest”, but courts will not necessarily treat “resisting” and “obstruction” as distinct 
and separate activities. Many activities that make it more difficult for law enforcement 
officers to perform their lawful duties can be captured by this offence.   
 
It may be possible to commit this offence by wilfully exposing undercover public officers or 
peace officers at a protest if doing so obstructs the officers in the lawful execution of their 
duties.  
 
Additionally, this offence can also be committed by resisting or obstructing a person who is 
not a public officer or peace officer but who is acting lawfully to help such an officer in the 
lawful execution of their duty.  
 
Resisting or willfully obstructing a public officer or peace officer in the lawful execution of 
their duty is a hybrid offence. If the Crown chooses to proceed by indictment, conviction can 
lead to imprisonment for up to two years.19 
 

“Terrorist Activities” 
 
Canada’s criminal law changed significantly after 9/11, expanding to give law enforcement, 
intelligence, and government agencies more power to investigate and prosecute terrorist 
activities.20  
 
Several offences related to terrorism are contained in the Criminal Code. The Criminal Code 
includes several definitions of “terrorist activity”, including activities that are offences 
under a number of international conventions, as well as any act or omission, in or outside 
Canada, 
 
                                                       
19 See the Criminal Code, RSC 1985, c C-46 at subsection 129(d). 
20 For a brief history of these changes, see Leo McGrady, Q.C, “The Law of Protest Workshop: Site C 
Summit” (January 2018) at pages 64-70. 

https://mcgradylaw.ca/pdfs/The%20Law%20of%20Protest%20Workshop-%20Site%20C%20Summit%20(January%2026-27%202018).pdf
https://mcgradylaw.ca/pdfs/The%20Law%20of%20Protest%20Workshop-%20Site%20C%20Summit%20(January%2026-27%202018).pdf
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(i) that is committed 
 
(A) in whole or in part for a political, religious or ideological purpose, objective 
or cause, and  
 
(B) in whole or in part with the intention of intimidating the public, or a 
segment of the public, with regard to its security, including its economic 
security, or compelling a person, a government or a domestic or an 
international organization to do or to refrain from doing any act, whether the 
public or the person, government or organization is inside or outside Canada, 
and 

 
(ii) that intentionally 
 

(A) causes death or serious bodily harm to a person by the use of violence, 
 
 (B) endangers a person’s life, 
 
(C) causes a serious risk to the health or safety of the public or any segment 
of the public, 
 
(D) causes substantial property damage, whether to the public or private 
property, if causing such damage is likely to result in the conduct or harm 
referred to in any of clauses (A) to (C), or 
 
(E) causes serious interference with or a serious disruption of an essential 
service, facility or system, whether public or private, other than as a result of 
advocacy, protest, dissent or stoppage of work that is not intended to result in 
the conduct or harm referred to in any of clauses (A) to (C)[.]21 [emphasis 
added] 

 
When it was proposed, this definition caused significant concern that it would lead to an 
overly broad spectrum of activities being characterized and criminalized as “terrorist 
activities”.22 The potential consequences of the definition are especially concerning in light 
of scholarship which reveals that, in the wake of 9/11, Canadian police and intelligence 
agencies have demonstrated a pattern of perceiving some forms of Indigenous rights 
advocacy, land defence, and water protection as “Aboriginal extremism” and as security 
threats to Canadian “critical infrastructure”.23  
  

                                                       
21 See the Criminal Code, RSC 1985, c C-46 at paragraph 83.01(1)(b). Subsection 83.01(1) also includes 
additional language making it clear that terrorist activity also includes conspiracy, attempts, or threats to 
commit any of the other activities that the Criminal Code defines as terrorist activities, along with 
counselling someone else to commit such activities and being an accessory after the fact. 
22 See R v Khawaja, 2006 CanLII 63685 (ONSC)—a 2006 decision of the Ontario Superior Court of 
Justice—at paragraph 66 for an illustration of these concerns.   
23 See Andrew Crosby and Jeffrey Monaghan, Policing Indigenous Movements: Dissent and the Security 
State (Halifax: Fernwood 2018). 

https://www.canlii.org/en/on/onsc/doc/2006/2006canlii63685/2006canlii63685.html
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Notably, however, clause 83.01(1)(b)(ii)(E) of the Criminal Code definition quoted above 
explicitly excludes advocacy, protest, dissent, and work stoppage activities if such activities 
do not intentionally cause death or serious bodily harm to anyone through violence, 
endanger the life of any person, or cause serious risk to the health or safety of the public or 
any segment of the public. It is also worth noting that Supreme Court of Canada has 
interpreted this clause of the Criminal Code in this way:  

 
Read as a whole and purposively, s. 83.01(1)(b)(ii)(E) is confined to the realm of 
acts of violence and threats of violence. The subsection is directed to acts that 
intentionally interfere with essential infrastructure, upon which people depend, and 
without which life may be seriously disrupted and public health threatened. First, 
clause (E) is confined to “serious interference” and “serious disruption”. Second, this 
disruption must be to an “essential service, facility or system”. Third, the subsection 
specifically excludes “advocacy, protest, dissent or stoppage of work that is not 
intended to result in the conduct or harm referred to in any of clauses (A) to (C)”. 
Clauses (A) to (C) respectively target death or bodily harm by violence, endangering 
a person's life and serious risk to the health or safety of the public. This removes 
from the ambit of clause (E) a large slice of expressive activity, provided it is not 
aimed at the violent, dangerous ends contemplated in clauses (A) to (C).24 
[emphasis added] 

 
This interpretation by the Supreme Court of Canada indicates that the Criminal Code 
definition of “terrorist activities” should not apply to environmental activists and Indigenous 
rights advocates, land defenders, and water protectors who are exercising their rights to 
peaceful protest, and it should not even apply in situations where protestors are using non-
violent tactics that violate Canadian law (unless those tactics endanger public safety and 
health).  
 
We are not aware of any court decisions that have actually characterized environmental 
activism or Indigenous rights advocacy, land defence, or water protection as “terrorist 
activities” under Canadian law. 
 

Unlawful Assembly and Riot 
 
Imagine that you are participating in a protest that you and other members of your group 
intended to be law-abiding and peaceful but that somehow causes other members of the 
public to fear that the protest might generate violence. Maybe members of your group are 
wearing satirical masks that others perceive to be threatening; maybe messages on your 
signage or speeches given by speakers are perceived as being angry and confrontational; 
maybe tensions between your group and a contingent of counter-protests are rising high 
enough to make onlookers fear that a fight may soon break out. Circumstances such as 
these can give law enforcement officers a reason to break up your protest and can 
potentially lead to charges of unlawful assembly. 
 
The criminal offence of unlawful assembly is defined by subsection 63(1) of the Criminal 
Code. An unlawful assembly occurs when three or more persons who have gathered for a 
common purpose assemble or conduct themselves in a way that causes other persons in 
                                                       
24 See the Supreme Court of Canada’s decision in R v Khawaja, 2012 SCC 69 at paragraph 73. 

https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/2012/2012scc69/2012scc69.html
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their vicinity to fear reasonably that the assembly will “disturb the peace tumultuously” or 
that the assembly will needlessly and without reasonable cause provoke others to disturb 
the peace tumultuously.  
 
What does it mean to “disturb the peace tumultuously”? A 1976 decision by the Nova Scotia 
Court of Appeal provides an authoritative answer to that question.25 Within the context of 
this offence, in order for a group to be disturbing the peace tumultuously, they must be 
generating “an air or atmosphere of force or violence”.26 The absence of this “air or 
atmosphere of force or violence” should mean that disturbances do not fall within the 
definition of disturbing the peace tumultuously, however boisterous, disorderly, or unruly the 
behaviour might be. 
 
Unlawful assembly is a summary conviction offence. Conviction can lead to a fine of not 
more than $5,000 or to a term of imprisonment of not more than two years less a day, or 
both. It is important to be aware, however, that the Criminal Code specifically prohibits 
participating in an unlawful assembly while wearing, without lawful excuse, a mask 
or other disguise to conceal your identity. Participating in an unlawful assembly while 
wearing a mask or other disguise to conceal your identity without lawful excuse is a hybrid 
offence. If the Crown chooses to proceed by indictment, conviction can lead to 
imprisonment for up to five years.27 
 
Importantly, an unlawful assembly happens when persons who are assembled cause others 
to fear that the peace will be disturbed tumultuously. If an unlawful assembly actually begins 
to disturb the peace tumultuously, it crosses a critical legal threshold and, at that point, 
becomes a riot.  
 
Taking part in a riot is a hybrid offence. If the Crown chooses to proceed by indictment, 
conviction could lead to imprisonment for up to two years. Importantly, the Criminal Code 
specifically prohibits taking part in a riot while wearing, without lawful excuse, a mask 
or other disguise to conceal your identity. Taking part in a riot while wearing a mask or 
other disguise to conceal your identity without lawful excuse is a hybrid offence. If the 
Crown chooses to proceed by indictment, conviction could lead to imprisonment for up to 
ten years.28 
 
It is also important to know that the Criminal Code empowers certain persons in positions of 
authority—including mayors, justices, and sheriffs—to take special action to quell riots. 
Specifically, section 67 of the Criminal Code empowers such persons to go to the place 
where a riot is happening (or as near as they can safely get) and make a proclamation 
stating that Her Majesty the Queen commands the rioters to disperse. This proclamation will 
also warn the rioters that anyone who does not disperse could be convicted of an offence 
and sentenced to imprisonment for life. Subsection 68(a) of the Criminal Code makes it an 
offence to oppose, hinder, or assault a person who is making or who is about to make 
a proclamation of this kind; subsection 68(b) makes it an offence to fail to peaceably 

                                                       
25 See R v Lockhart, 15 NSR (2d) 512—a 1976 decision of the Nova Scotia Supreme Court, Appeal 
Division. 
26 Ibid at paragraphs 35-36. 
27 See the Criminal Code, RSC 1985, c C-46 at paragraph 66(2)(a). 
28 Ibid at paragraph 65(2)(a). 
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disperse and depart from the place where such a proclamation is made, within thirty 
minutes of the proclamation being made; and, subsection 68(c) makes it an offence to 
fail to depart from a place within thirty minutes if you have reasonable grounds to 
believe that such a proclamation would have been made if someone had not opposed, 
hindered, or assaulted the person who would have made it. All three of these offences are 
indictable offences, and conviction can lead to imprisonment for life. 
 
     Sentencing Principles and Sentencing Options under the Criminal Code 
 
Part XXIII of the Criminal Code sets out the sentencing principles and sentencing options 
that apply to Criminal Code offences.  
 
Section 718.1 of the Criminal Code establishes Canadian criminal law’s “fundamental 
principle” of sentencing, which is that “[a] sentence must be proportionate to the gravity of 
the offence and the degree of responsibility of the offender”.  
 
Additional sentencing principles are set out in section 718.2 of the Criminal Code. Notably, 
subsection 718.2(d) states that “an offender should not be deprived of liberty, if less 
restrictive sanctions may be appropriate in the circumstances”, and subsection 718.2(e) 
states that “all available sanctions, other than imprisonment, that are reasonable in the 
circumstances and consistent with the harm done to victims or to the community should be 
considered for all offenders, with particular attention to the circumstances of Aboriginal 
offenders”. These principles provide context for sentencing options such as a suspended 
sentence, conditional sentence order, conditional discharge, and absolute discharge. 
 
Subsection 731(1)(a) of the Criminal Code enables courts to impose suspended 
sentences. It states: 
 

731(1) Where a person is convicted of an offence, a court may, having regard to the 
age and character of the offender, the nature of the offence and the circumstances 
surrounding its commission, 
 
(a) if no minimum punishment is prescribed by law, suspend the passing of sentence 
and direct that the offender be released on the conditions prescribed in a probation 
order[.] 

 
In effect, a suspended sentence means that rather than imposing a sentence right away, a 
court “suspends” (pauses or defers) the act of passing a sentence on a person convicted of 
an offence and allows that person to be released on probation. 
 
Conditional sentences are enabled by section 742.1 of the Criminal Code. In situations 
where a court imposes a sentence of imprisonment that is for less than two years, the court 
can order that the person serving the sentence serve the sentence in the community 
instead of in prison. This can only be done under certain circumstances, which are listed in 
the Criminal Code. To give just some examples, the court needs to be satisfied that serving 
the sentence in the community would not endanger the community; the offence in question 
cannot be an offence punishable by a minimum term of imprisonment or a maximum term of 
fourteen years or life; and, the offence cannot be one that was prosecuted by way of 
indictment with a maximum prison term of ten years and involved the use of a weapon or 
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resulted in bodily harm. Conditional sentence orders will always include certain conditions, 
including the requirement to keep the peace and be of good behaviour, along with reporting 
requirements and requirements to appear before the court when called upon to do so.29 
Other conditions may be imposed as well. Failure to abide by the conditions can result in 
the court ordering that some or all of the remainder of the sentence be served in custody 
(i.e., in prison). 
 
A conditional discharge or absolute discharge means, effectively, that a conviction is not 
entered on the record even though a person has been found guilty of an offence. 
Conditional and absolute discharges are addressed under subsection 730(1) of the Criminal 
Code, which states that when a person has pleaded or been found guilty of an offence 
“other than an offence for which a minimum punishment is prescribed by law or an offence 
punishable by imprisonment for fourteen years or for life”, the court hearing the matter can 
chose to “discharge” that person absolutely or on conditions, if the court “considers it to be 
in the best interests of the accused and not contrary to the public interest”.  
 
If a conditional discharge is imposed, conditions will be set out in a probation order, and the 
person must comply with the conditions. 
 
Probation orders imposed for suspended sentences and conditional discharges must 
include certain terms, including that the person to whom the order applies must “keep the 
peace and be of good behaviour”, “appear before the court when required to do so by the 
court”, and “notify the court or the probation officer in advance of any change of name or 
address, and promptly notify the court or the probation officer of any change of employment 
or occupation”.30  
 
The Criminal Code also sets out several optional conditions that a court can, but need not 
necessarily, impose in a probation order, and these can set quite restrictive conditions on a 
person’s activities—for example, by requiring that a person remain within the province or 
abstain from (non-medically prescribed) drugs or alcohol, or by requiring that a person 
perform community service.31 
 
Failure to comply with a probation order, without having reasonable excuse for that failure to 
comply, is a hybrid offence that, if treated as an indictable offence, is punishable by 
imprisonment for a term of not more than four years.32 
 
     Restorative Justice Processes in Nova Scotia 
 
In addition to the criminal law processes discussed above, restorative justice processes in 
Nova Scotia may also be applied in penal proceedings arising from Criminal Code offences. 
 
Restorative justice is a model of justice that sees crime as an offence against people and 
relationships and focuses on harms resulting from crime. The objective of restorative justice 
is to bring together those who are most directly affected by a crime, identify and understand 
                                                       
29 See the Criminal Code, RSC 1985, c C-46 at subsection 742.3(1). 
30 Ibid at subsection 732.1(2). 
31 Ibid at subsection 732.1(3). 
32 Ibid at subsection 733.1(1). 
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why a harm was caused, and repair that harm. Restorative justice is different from criminal 
justice, which sees crime as an offence against the state and focuses primarily on punishing 
the person who committed the offence.  
 
Restorative justice is an alternative measure that is used in Nova Scotia alongside other 
prosecution and sentencing options that are available for criminal and regulatory offences. 
Alternative measures are available under section 717(1) of the Criminal Code, which states: 

717 (1) Alternative measures may be used to deal with a person alleged to have 
committed an offence only if it is not inconsistent with the protection of society 
and the following conditions are met: 

(a) the measures are part of a program of alternative measures authorized by 
the Attorney General or the Attorney General’s delegate or authorized by a 
person, or a person within a class of persons, designated by the lieutenant 
governor in council of a province; 

(b) the person who is considering whether to use the measures is satisfied that 
they would be appropriate, having regard to the needs of the person alleged to 
have committed the offence and the interests of society and of the victim; 

(c) the person, having been informed of the alternative measures, fully and freely 
consents to participate therein; 

(d) the person has, before consenting to participate in the alternative measures, 
been advised of the right to be represented by counsel; 

(e) the person accepts responsibility for the act or omission that forms the basis 
of the offence that the person is alleged to have committed; 

(f) there is, in the opinion of the Attorney General or the Attorney General’s 
agent, sufficient evidence to proceed with the prosecution of the offence; and 

(g) the prosecution of the offence is not in any way barred at law. 
 
Section 717(2) of the Criminal Code does not allow for an alternative measure to be used if 
the person alleged to have committed an offence denies their participation or involvement in 
the offence or wishes to have their charge dealt with by a court.  
 
The Nova Scotia Restorative Justice Program is authorized by the Attorney General and 
Minister of Justice for Nova Scotia under section 717 of the Criminal Code as a program for 
alternative measures for adults, and it is authorized as a program of extrajudicial sanctions 
for youth under section 10 of the Youth Criminal Justice Act.33 The program is available to 
adults and youth (aged 12-17) and allows all “eligible matters” to be referred to a restorative 
justice process. If a person who has been charged identifies as an Indigenous person, a 
referral may be made to the Mi’kmaq Legal Support Network to assess whether the matter 
may be resolved under the Mi’kmaq Customary Law Program.  
 

                                                       
33 Attorney General and Minister of Justice, “Program Authorization, Nova Scotia Restorative Justice 
Program, Province of Nova Scotia” (16 October 2018).  

https://novascotia.ca/just/rj/RJ-program-authorization.pdf
https://novascotia.ca/just/rj/RJ-program-authorization.pdf
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The goal of the Nova Scotia Restorative Justice Program includes responding to the needs 
of persons and communities affected by crime and limiting the over-representation of 
marginalized persons in the criminal justice system.34 The program is guided by protocols 
that set out general rules for referral to the program. Referral to the program can happen 
pre-charge, post-charge, pre-sentencing, or post-sentencing, depending on the type of 
offence that has been committed.  
 
To be eligible for restorative justice, the person charged must accept responsibility for the 
act or omission that formed the basis of their alleged offence. Accepting responsibility is not 
the same as making a guilty plea in court. A person who is eligible for the program is 
referred to one of the province’s restorative justice agencies—usually the agency operating 
in the region where the offence was committed or prosecuted. The person will be assigned 
a caseworker who will work with that person to prepare them for a restorative justice 
conference (also colloquially called a restorative justice circle). Preparation for the 
conference may include interviews to identify what happened, who was involved, and what 
the impacts were, and also to identify support persons who may be included. The 
caseworker will also work to identify and prepare other participants for the conference, 
including persons who were harmed, community representatives, law enforcement officers, 
and support persons.  
 
A restorative justice conference is held and led by two co-facilitators. Participants will 
discuss the offence and explore and agree on ways that the accused may address the harm 
caused. Agreed-upon ways for the accused to address the harm caused are recorded as 
conditions in a restorative justice conference agreement, which is witnessed and signed by 
all of the participants. The accused must then meet all of those conditions to complete the 
restorative justice program. The caseworker will assist the accused with this process and 
will report back to the referral source. If a person does not satisfy the conditions of their 
agreement, their prosecution will resume in court. If they are successful in satisfying all of 
the conditions of their agreement, the matter may be closed. 
 
Provincial Offences 
 
Although the Government of Canada has constitutional authority to create and amend 
Canada’s criminal law, provincial governments have authority to establish and enforce 
penal consequences of breaking provincial laws.  
 
Several Nova Scotian statutes create offences that can be punished by fines, imprisonment, 
or both. This guide does not provide an exhaustive list of provincial offences that could 
possibly be relevant to protests within Nova Scotia—instead, we focus on highlighting a few 
offences that could clearly impact protest activities. 
 
     Disturbing an Occupier of Premises 
 
Section 7 of Nova Scotia’s Protection of Property Act creates the provincial offence of 
disturbing an occupier of premises. The offence is committed by disturbing an occupier 

                                                       
34 Memorandum from The Nova Scotia Restorative Justice Program, Department of Justice 
“Memorandum of Understanding” (undated) at section 5.1.  

https://novascotia.ca/just/rj/RJ-MOU.pdf
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of premises in one of two ways: “the unreasonable operation for recreational purposes of a 
motor vehicle on, or in the vicinity of, the premises”; or, disorderly behaviour.  
 
For the purposes of the Protection of Property Act, an “occupier of premises” is “a person 
who is in possession of premises” or “a person who has responsibility for and control over 
the condition of premises or the activities there carried on, or control over persons allowed 
to enter the premises”.35 Within the Act, the meaning of the word “premises” includes lands 
and structures, including trailers and portable structures that are designed or used for 
residence, business, or shelter.36  
 
“Disorderly behaviour” is not defined within the Protection of Property Act. In R v Griebel, a 
judge of the Nova Scotia Provincial Court interpreted “disorderly behaviour”, within the 
context of subsection 7(b) of the Protection of Property Act, to mean “behaviour which 
disrupts the peaceable enjoyment and operation of property in a manner that disturbs the 
occupier or occupiers of that property”.37 This is the only reported decision that we found 
that interprets this provision. 
 
Notably, in R v Griebel, the person accused of the offence was not actually on the property 
in question when they engaged in their allegedly disorderly behaviour: the court found that 
they were standing just outside of the property line but were shouting at persons on the 
property in a way that met the definition. The accused was convicted. 
 
     Trespass and Related Offences 
 
Under the common law, trespass is a tort (a civil wrong) that involves unauthorized entry or 
presence on property. In Nova Scotia, several laws codify elements of the common law of 
trespass by making it an enforceable offence to enter onto, remain on, or engage in certain 
activities on private or public property without the property owner’s permission. Some of 
these laws also create related offences that aim to protect property owners’ rights, such as 
by prohibiting others from removing “No Trespassing” signs that property owners have 
placed on their property and by making it unlawful for anyone other than property owners to 
prohibit entry to sites. 
 

Private Lands 
 
Subsection 3(1) of Nova Scotia’s Protection of Property Act creates a number of offences 
that are, essentially, codifications of the common law of trespass. There are seven 
paragraphs within this subsection, and they identify several different offences that are 
punishable on summary conviction by fines up to $500. The subsection states: 
 

3(1) Every person who, without legal justification, whether conferred by an enactment or 
otherwise, or without the permission of the occupier or a person authorized by the 
occupier, the proof of which rests upon the person asserting justification or permission, 
 

                                                       
35 See the Protection of Property Act, RSNS 1989, c 363 at subsection 2(b). 
36 Ibid at subsection 2(d). 
37 See the Nova Scotia Provincial Court’s decision in R v Griebel, 2014 NSPC 48 at paragraph 14. 

https://www.canlii.org/en/ns/nspc/doc/2014/2014nspc48/2014nspc48.html
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(a) enters on premises that is a lawn, garden, orchard, vineyard, golf course or acreage 
managed for agricultural crops; 

 
(b) enters on premises that is apparently a tree plantation area or a Christmas tree 
management area; 

 
(ba) enters on premises that is apparently a railway line within the meaning of the 
Railways Act except to cross the railway line at a legally recognized crossing; 

 
(c) enters on premises that is enclosed in a manner that indicates the occupiers 
intention [sic] to keep persons off the premises or to keep animals on the premises; 

 
(d) dumps or deposits material of any kind or causes, suffers or permits material to be 
dumped or deposited on premises; 

 
(e) enters on premises where entry is prohibited by notice; or 

 
(f) engages in an activity that is prohibited on premises by notice, 

 
is guilty of an offence and on summary conviction is liable to a fine of not more than five 
hundred dollars. 

 
Under the Protection of Property Act, an “occupier of premises” is “a person who is in 
possession of premises” or “a person who has responsibility for and control over the 
condition of premises or the activities there carried on, or control over persons allowed to 
enter the premises”.38 “Premises” includes lands and structures, including trailers and 
portable structures that are designed or used for residence, business, or shelter.39  
 
Paragraphs 3(1)(e) and 3(1)(f) of the Protection of Property Act envision situations where 
entry onto premises is prohibited by notice and where certain activities on premises are 
prohibited by notice. Notice can be given orally or in writing,40 such as by an occupier 
saying to a trespasser, “You are not allowed here; I want you to leave”, or by signs that 
state “No Trespassing” or “Entry Prohibited” or make other similar statements. If notice is 
given using signs, the signs must be posted where they will be clearly visible in daylight 
under normal conditions from the places where persons would approach the usual points of 
access to the premises in question.41  
 
Additionally, section 4 of the Protection of Property Act makes it an offence to remain on 
premises after you are directed to leave by the occupier or person authorized by the 
occupier. This means that even if you entered onto premises with permission, that 
permission can be revoked. This offence is also punishable on summary conviction by a 
fine up to $500. 
 

                                                       
38 See the Protection of Property Act, RSNS 1989, c 363 at subsection 2(b). 
39 Ibid at subsection 2(d). 
40 Ibid at subsection 3(2). 
41 Ibid at subsection 3(3). 
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Sometimes, the Protection of Property Act is used in conjunction with other laws to create 
police powers to remove persons from sites. For example, the Halifax Regional 
Municipality’s By-law P-600, “Respecting Municipal Parks”, prohibits camping and the 
erection of temporary shelters in municipal parks, and that prohibition has been used in 
conjunction with the Protection of Property Act to evict persons experiencing homelessness 
from city parks where they set up tents and shelters. 
 
Subsection 3(5) of the Protection of Property Act makes it an offence to remove a sign or 
notice that has been posted by an occupier of premises if that removal is done without legal 
justification. This means that it is an offence to remove a “No Trespassing” sign or other 
sign of that nature if you are not an occupier or acting for an occupier. Subsection 3(6) of 
the Act makes it an offence for someone other than an occupier of premises or person 
acting for an occupier of premises to post a sign or notice that restricts entry or prohibits 
activity on premises. These offences are also punishable on summary conviction by fines 
up to $500. 
 
Subsection 16(b) of the Protection of Property Act states that the Act does not apply to 
persons who are engaged in “a peaceful demonstration in the vicinity of premises to which 
the public normally has access”. It is important to keep in mind, however, that many “public” 
spaces in Nova Scotia are controlled by the provincial government or local governments like 
Band Councils and municipalities, and the public right to access such spaces is not 
absolute. In recent years in Nova Scotia, the Protection of Property Act has been used to 
remove environmental activists from a public highway where they were engaging in civil 
disobedience by blocking traffic on a major bridge.42  
 

Crown Lands 
 
Nova Scotia’s Crown Lands Act creates offences and penalties that are similar to those 
found in the Protection of Property Act. The main difference between the offences in the 
Crown Lands Act and the Protection of Property Act is that the offences in the Crown Lands 
Act relate specifically to entry onto and activities on Crown lands. 
 
Section 38 of the Crown Lands Act makes it unlawful to do the following things without the 
permission of the Minister of Natural Resources and Renewables or a person authorized by 
that Minister: 
 

(i) enter upon Crown lands where entry is prohibited by notice; 
 

(ii) engage in an activity on Crown lands where that activity is prohibited by notice; 
 

(iii) dump or deposit materials on or over Crown lands or cause, suffer, or permit 
material to be dumped or deposited on or over Crown lands. 
 

Notice that entry is prohibited or that certain activities are prohibited can be given orally or in 
writing,43 such as by a conservation officer saying to a person, “You cannot camp here; you 
                                                       
42 See Andrea Jerrett, “Halifax police arrest 18 Extinction Rebellion protestors at Macdonald Bridge” CTV 
Atlantic (7 October 2019). 
43 See the Crown Lands Act, RSNS 1989, c 144 at subsection 38(2).  

https://atlantic.ctvnews.ca/halifax-police-arrest-18-extinction-rebellion-protesters-at-macdonald-bridge-1.4627009
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need to leave”, or by signs that state “Entry Prohibited” or make other similar statements. If 
notice is given in writing through the use of signs, the signs must be posted where they will 
be clearly visible in daylight under normal conditions from the places where persons would 
approach the usual points of access to the Crown lands in question.44 It is an offence to 
remove a sign or notice posted on Crown lands without legal justification.45 
 
Section 39 of the Crown Lands Act makes it unlawful to erect, use, or occupy a structure on 
Crown lands without a lease or permit. If a person has erected a structure on Crown lands 
without a lease or permit or is using or occupying such a structure, the Minister can require 
that person to remove the structure by serving that person with written notice.46 If a person 
who has been served with written notice requiring them to remove the structure fails to 
remove the structure within sixty days, that person can be charged with an offence. 
 
Charges under the Crown Lands Act proceed summarily and are governed by Nova 
Scotia’s Summary Proceedings Act.47 
 
     Violating a Public Health Restriction 
 
In March 2020, the emergence of COVID-19 in Nova Scotia prompted Nova Scotia’s Chief 
Medical Officer of Health to issue an order under section 32 of the Health Protection Act 
(“HPA”). The order was updated several times in the months that followed, and, among 
other things, it was used to impose social distancing requirements and restrictions on in-
person gatherings. The restrictions and requirements that the order imposed were 
enforceable. Under section 71 of the HPA, failure to comply with an order made under Part 
1 of the Act (which includes section 32) is an offence.  
 
During the COVID-19 pandemic, the Government of Nova Scotia also relied on the 
Emergency Management Act (“EMA”) to impose public health restrictions. For example, it 
was a Ministerial direction issued under the EMA that prohibited entry into provincial and 
municipal parks and beaches during the first wave. Ministerial directions issued under the 
EMA are enforceable. Under section 23 of the EMA, failure to comply with a direction made 
under the Act is an offence.  
 
Local By-laws 
 
Like the federal, provincial, and territorial governments, local governments—such as Band 
Councils and municipalities—can also establish laws that impact protest activities. 
 
In Nova Scotia, municipal governance powers include powers to regulate activities on 
municipal property, powers to regulate noise, powers to regulate nuisances, and powers to 
regulate use of highways, streets, and sidewalks that are under municipal control.  
 
For example, the Halifax Regional Municipality has a noise by-law that makes it unlawful to 
unreasonably disturb the peace and tranquility of a neighbourhood by yelling, hooting, 
                                                       
44 See the Crown Lands Act, RSNS 1989, c 144 at subsection 38(3). 
45 Ibid at subsection 38(5). 
46 Ibid at subsections 39(1)-(3). 
47 Ibid at section 49. 
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whistling, or singing during certain hours of the morning, evening, and night—specifically: 
before 7:00 AM and after 9:30 PM from Monday to Friday; before 8:00 AM and after 7:00 
PM on Saturdays; and, before 9:00 AM and after 7:00 PM on Sundays and certain 
holidays.48 If you were charged with violating this by-law, the charge would be brought as a 
summary conviction proceeding. Conviction for a first offence could lead to a minimum fine 
of $300, a larger fine of up to $10,000, and/or imprisonment for up to one year.49  
 
The Cape Breton Regional Municipality has a similar by-law that makes it unlawful to 
unreasonably disturb the peace, comfort, and tranquility of a resident by yelling, hooting, 
whistling, or singing during the same hours listed above.50 If you were charged with violating 
this by-law, the charge would be brought as a summary conviction proceeding. Conviction 
could lead to a minimum fine of $100 or a larger fine up to a maximum of $5,000, and failure 
to pay the fine could lead to imprisonment for up to sixty days.51 
 
Other local by-laws that can impact protest activities include by-laws regulating the use of 
“public” spaces that are under local government control, such as parks, public squares, and 
streets. It is common to see marches, rallies, and other demonstrations along local streets 
or in local parks and public squares, and such activities are generally recognized as a 
normal part of civic engagement in Canada. In our experience, local governments 
understand the need to accommodate such activities even when they cause significant 
(albeit) temporary disruptions to everyday life, as did the mass climate strike that occurred 
in Halifax in September 2019, in which an estimated 10,000 people marched through the 
city’s streets.  
 
Local governments may have permitting processes in place for the use of parks, public 
squares, and streets for marches, rallies, and other demonstrations, and you may find it 
helpful to ask your local representatives about relevant rules and permits if you are planning 
a protest. 
 
Civil Law and Common Law Considerations 
 
     Law Enforcement Officers’ Powers to Enforce Injunctions 
 
Injunctions are court orders that are commonly used to prohibit certain activities. 
Injunctions are enforceable, and disobeying them can lead to serious consequences, such 
as charges under section 127 of the Criminal Code (disobeying a court order) or legal 
proceedings for civil or criminal contempt of court. 
 
Injunctions are often sought against environmental activists and Indigenous rights holders, 
land defenders, and water protectors who are frustrating corporate or government interests 
in some way—such as by setting up encampments or blockading access roads near 
industrial sites, publishing comments that criticize industrial activities, or occupying 

                                                       
48 Halifax Regional Municipality By-law Number N-200, “Respecting Noise”. 
49 Ibid at section 8.1.  
50 Cape Breton Regional Municipality, By-law Number N-100, “By-law Respecting Noise in the Cape 
Breton Regional Municipality”, 
51 Ibid at section 8.  

https://www.halifax.ca/sites/default/files/documents/city-hall/legislation-by-laws/By-LawN-200.pdf
http://laserfiche.cbrm.ns.ca/WebLink8/1/doc/39207/Page1.aspx
http://laserfiche.cbrm.ns.ca/WebLink8/1/doc/39207/Page1.aspx
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corporate or government work spaces. In such cases, an injunction can be a powerful tool 
for enforcing legal limits on the Charter freedoms of expression and peaceful assembly. 
 
Injunctions issued by Canadian courts typically include terms that recognize law 
enforcement powers. Terms like these serve important informational purposes because 
they make the public aware that violating an injunction can lead to arrest. The language in 
individual injunction orders differs, but an enforcement clause could look something like this: 
 

Any officer of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police (“RCMP”) may arrest and remove 
any person who has knowledge of this order and whom the officer has reasonable 
and probable grounds to believe is contravening or has contravened any provision of 
this order. 

 
An enforcement clause like this makes it clear that an RCMP officer can arrest a person and 
remove them from a protest site if the officer has reasonable and probable grounds to 
believe that the person knows about the injunction and is violating the injunction or has 
already violated it. In protest scenarios where injunctions are in force, police or private 
security staff sometimes distribute or post written copies of injunctions or read injunctions 
aloud on site so there is no question that protestors know the injunction exists. 
 
Violating an injunction can lead to arrest. It can expose you to criminal charges, and it can 
also expose you to legal proceedings for civil or criminal contempt of court. 
 
     Contempt of Court 
 
Canadian law recognizes two kinds of contempt of court: civil contempt and criminal 
contempt. 
 
If you are participating in environmental activism or Indigenous rights advocacy, land 
defence, or water protection, it is important to understand that if your activities violate a 
court order, you could face consequences for either civil or criminal contempt of court. Both 
kinds of contempt can have serious legal consequences, including imprisonment. 
 
Civil and criminal contempt of court are common law offences, and both are rooted in the 
legal understanding that Canada’s courts must be able to uphold their dignity and 
processes.52 There are important distinctions between civil and criminal contempt, and 
contempt of court can take many forms. The commonality in all cases is that contempt of 
court is behaviour that, in the courts’ view, demeans or threatens to demean respect for the 
administration of justice and the rule of law.  
 
 Civil Contempt of Court 
 
You can be found in civil contempt of court if you intentionally do an act that violates a court 
order of which you are aware. 
 

                                                       
52 See the Supreme Court of Canada’s decision in United Nurses of Alberta v Alberta (Attorney General), 
[1992] 1 SCR 901 at page 931. 

https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/1992/1992canlii99/1992canlii99.pdf
https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/1992/1992canlii99/1992canlii99.pdf
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Civil contempt allegations arise in the context of civil litigation—situations in which private 
parties come before the courts to settle disputes. However, despite its roots in civil law, civil 
contempt of court is a quasi-criminal offence.  
 
The quasi-criminal nature of civil contempt of court means that the criminal standard of 
proof (proof beyond a reasonable doubt) applies in civil contempt hearings. If a person 
alleges that someone committed civil contempt of court by violating a court order, the 
person making the allegation must prove beyond a reasonable doubt that: 
 

(i) the terms of the order in question are “clear and unambiguous”;53 
 

(ii) the person who allegedly committed the contempt had actual knowledge of the 
order in question;54 and, 

 
(iii) the person who allegedly committed the contempt intentionally did an act that is 
prohibited by the order in question or intentionally failed to do an act that the order 
requires.55 

 
It is important to understand two things about these elements of civil contempt of court.  
 
First, although a person alleging civil contempt must prove that the person who allegedly 
committed the contempt had actual knowledge of the order in question, knowledge of an 
order may be inferred in some circumstances, and a person cannot avoid liability by being 
willfully ignorant of an order.56 For example, if an injunction is being read aloud at a protest 
site, you cannot protect yourself from having knowledge of the order by covering your ears. 
 
Second, you can be found in civil contempt of court even if you did not set out intentionally 
to violate a court order. The intention required for the third element of the offence is not 
“intention to disobey”—the question is whether you intended to do the act itself through 
which you violated the order.57 For example, imagine that an injunction has prohibited all 
persons having knowledge of the order from engaging in protest activities inside an 
exclusion zone at a large protest site. Imagine, too, that the terms of the injunction are clear 
and unambiguous and you know that the injunction exists. Now, imagine that you go to the 
protest site and end up demonstrating inside the exclusion zone because you forget or are 
mistaken as to where the zone’s boundaries are. These facts could ground a finding of civil 
contempt of court even though you did not intend to violate the injunction. In this situation, 
what would matter legally is that the physical actions you took to reach and remain in the 
spot where you were protesting were intentional acts (i.e., you chose to stand where you 
did—you were not brought to that spot against your will or pushed into the exclusion zone in 
circumstances beyond your control). 

                                                       
53 See the Nova Scotia Court of Appeal’s decision in Soper v Gaudet, 2011 NSCA 11 at paragraphs 22 
and 24-38. See also Carey v Laiken, 2015 SCC 17, in which the Supreme Court of Canada states at 
paragraph 33 that the order must state “clearly and unequivocally” what should and should not be done. 
54 See the Supreme Court of Canada’s decision in Carey v Laiken, 2015 SCC 17 at paragraph 34.  
55 Ibid at paragraphs 32 and 35. 
56 Ibid at paragraph 34.  
57 See the Nova Scotia Court of Appeal’s decision in TG Industries Ltd v Williams, 2001 NSCA 105 at 
paragraphs 17 and 29. 

https://www.canlii.org/en/ns/nsca/doc/2011/2011nsca11/2011nsca11.html
https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/2015/2015scc17/2015scc17.html
https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/2015/2015scc17/2015scc17.html
https://www.canlii.org/en/ns/nsca/doc/2001/2001nsca105/2001nsca105.html
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Criminal Contempt of Court 
 
Criminal contempt of court can take several forms. In the context of environmental activism  
and Indigenous rights advocacy, land defence, and water protection, criminal contempt of 
court arises most commonly as an escalation of civil contempt.  
 
In a leading decision on contempt of court, the Supreme Court of Canada held that, like civil 
contempt of court, criminal contempt of court involves breaching a court order; however, 
criminal contempt of court has an additional element of “public defiance of the court’s 
process” that is “calculated to lessen societal respect for the courts”.58 This element of 
public defiance that can lessen societal respect for the courts is key to understanding 
criminal contempt of court.  
 
When criminal contempt of court is alleged, it is prosecuted by the Crown. To establish the 
culpability of the person who allegedly committed the contempt, the Crown must prove 
beyond a reasonable doubt that: 
 

(i) “the accused defied or disobeyed a court order in a public way” (this is called the 
“external element” of the offence); and 

 
(ii) the accused did so “with intent, knowledge, or recklessness as to the fact that the 
public disobedience will tend to depreciate the authority of the court” (this is called the 
“mental element” of the offence).59 

 
Importantly, the Supreme Court of Canada has made it clear that the mental element of 
criminal contempt of court can be inferred from the circumstances surrounding the act in 
question. In the Court’s words: 
 

An open and public defiance of a court order will tend to depreciate the authority of 
the court. Therefore when it is clear the accused must have known his or her act of 
defiance will be public, it may be inferred that he or she was at least reckless as to 
whether the authority of the court would be brought into contempt.60 

 
That being said, the Supreme Court of Canada has also made it clear that “if the 
circumstances leave a reasonable doubt as to whether the breach was or should be 
expected to have this public quality”, then the mental element of the offence will not be 
proven and the accused must be acquitted, even if the violation did in fact become public.61 
In other words, “a civil contempt is not converted to a criminal contempt merely because it 
attracts publicity”.62 
 
As the Supreme Court of Canada describes it, the essence of criminal contempt of court is 
“the open, continuous and flagrant violation of a court order without regard for the effect that 

                                                       
58 See the Supreme Court of Canada’s decision in United Nurses of Alberta v Alberta (Attorney General), 
[1992] 1 SCR 901 at page 931. 
59 Ibid at page 933. 
60 Ibid. 
61 Ibid. 
62 Ibid. 

https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/1992/1992canlii99/1992canlii99.pdf
https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/1992/1992canlii99/1992canlii99.pdf
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may have on the respect accorded to edicts of the court”.63 With this in mind, you can 
expect that when a court is asked to convict a person of criminal contempt of court, the 
court may consider the openness, continuousness, and flagrancy of the act(s) in question 
when coming to its decision. 
 

Contempt Proceedings in Nova Scotia 
 
Injunctions are often imposed to restrict the activities of environmental activists and 
Indigenous rights advocates, land defenders, and water protectors. For this reason, civil 
allegations and criminal charges of contempt of court are some of the most common and 
predictable legal risks that such activists, advocates, defenders, and protectors face. At the 
same time, the legal implications of contempt of court may not be as obvious to most 
members of the public as the legal implications of committing a Criminal Code offence or 
violating a provincial law or local by-law. With that in mind, this section presents a “context 
scenario” to help you understand how contempt proceedings could be brought against you 
and to anticipate what such proceedings could look like.   
 
 Context Scenario 
 
Imagine that, for several days, you have been taking part in a protest along Mine Road—the  
main access road to a new mine site. The road is wide, but it has no shoulders, and it is 
bordered on both sides by shrubby woods. This makes it difficult for protestors to stand 
along the edges of the road or get off the road entirely to let vehicles pass. None of the 
protesters have deliberately prevented mining company vehicles from passing along the 
road, but the drivers of the large mine trucks have voiced frustration and raised safety 
concerns, particularly when the crowd has been dense and protestors have been slow in 
clearing a route to let trucks pass.  
 
Imagine now that the mining company has gone to court and obtained an injunction that 
restricts your protest activities along Mine Road. The court order names four known 
protesters as defendants, and it also includes “John Doe”, “Jane Doe”, and “Persons 
Unknown” as defendants. The order imposes the injunction in these terms: 
 

An interlocutory injunction is granted, and the Defendants and all persons having 
knowledge of this order are, until midnight on December 31, 2022, or until further 
order of this Court, enjoined, restrained, and prohibited from: 
 

(a) impeding or physically obstructing the Plaintiff or its employees or any 
other person from using Mine Road to enter or exit the Mine Site; 
 
(b) intimidating the Plaintiff or its employees or any other person as they are 
attempting to use Mine Road to enter or exit the Mine Site; or, 
 
(c) in any way interfering with the Plaintiff or its employees or any other 
person attempting to use Mine Road to enter or exit the Mine Site. 

 
                                                       
63 See the Supreme Court of Canada’s decision in United Nurses of Alberta v Alberta (Attorney General), 
[1992] 1 SCR 901 at page 932. 

https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/1992/1992canlii99/1992canlii99.pdf
https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/1992/1992canlii99/1992canlii99.pdf
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The court order also includes an enforcement clause that recognizes law enforcement 
officers’ powers to arrest and remove any person who has knowledge of the injunction and 
whom the officers have reasonable and probable grounds to believe is violating or has 
violated the injunction. The court order also states that any person who is affected by it can 
apply to the court to have the order set aside or varied. 
 
Shortly after the injunction is issued, you take part in another day of protest at Mine Road. 
The protest draws a large crowd, and several protesters, including you, congregate in Mine 
Road in a way that makes it very difficult for mine workers to drive through to the mine site.  
 
The initial protests that led to the injunction were widely publicized on social media and in 
the news, as were the injunction proceedings and the injunction itself. Likewise, several 
journalists and camera crews are present at this latest protest action, and reports that Mine 
Road is being blockaded are spreading fast.  
 
RCMP and security officers employed by the mining company appear on scene and tell the 
crowd that they are violating the injunction by blocking Mine Road. The RCMP read the 
injunction aloud and tell everyone to move off and well away from the road. Some do, but 
others, including you, remain in the road. Ultimately, you are arrested and removed from the 
site. 
 
With this context scenario in mind, we can envision how legal proceedings for civil or 
criminal contempt of court could unfold. 
 
 Envisioning Civil Contempt Proceedings  
 
In Nova Scotia, legal proceedings for civil and criminal contempt of court are structured by 
Rule 89 of Nova Scotia’s Civil Procedure Rules and are also informed by the common law.  
 
Civil Procedure Rule 89 (“Rule 89”) is designed to govern many forms of contempt 
proceedings in Nova Scotia. This guide does not attempt to illustrate how each aspect of 
the Rule would apply in various contexts. Instead, we focus on highlighting key aspects of 
the Rule that are relevant to the context scenario described above.  
 
In the context scenario described above, the mining company could take action against you 
by returning to the court that issued the injunction (most likely the Nova Scotia Supreme 
Court) and bringing a motion for a civil contempt order. The motion for the contempt order 
would ask the Court to hold you in contempt for breaching the injunction and would ask the 
Court to sentence you for that contempt.64  
 
Because civil contempt of court is a quasi-criminal offence, motions for civil contempt orders 
trigger many of the same procedural rights that defendants have when they are charged 
with penal offences. Under Rule 89, you must be given formal notice of the motion for the 
contempt order,65 and that notice must include several important pieces of information, 

                                                       
64 See Civil Procedure Rules, NS Civ Pro Rules 2009 at subsection 89.05(2). 
65 Ibid at subsection 89.05(4). 
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including the date, time, and place on and at which the motion will be heard,66 as well as 
crucial information about your legal rights.  
 
In the context scenario described above, the notice you receive should describe the 
following legal rights:  
 

(i) you will be presumed innocent until your culpability is proven beyond a reasonable 
doubt; 

 
(ii) you are not required to give evidence; 

 
(iii) you are entitled to rely on the presumption of innocence whether or not you give 
evidence; 

 
(iv) you have a right to require one or more of the mining party’s affiants (persons giving 
evidence) to be present at the hearing so you can cross-examine them; 

 
(v) you can choose to present evidence to the court by filing an affidavit before the 
hearing, and you can also choose to wait and present evidence after all of the evidence 
against you has been heard and your cross-examination of that evidence is complete; 

 
(vi) you can present evidence by calling a witness at the hearing; 

 
(vii) you are required to attend the hearing, and failure to attend could result in arrest; 

 
(viii) you have the right to retain and instruct counsel (i.e., a lawyer) and to be 
represented by counsel at the hearing;  

 
(ix) if you cannot afford counsel, you may apply to Nova Scotia Legal Aid, and court staff 
can provide you with the necessary contact information if necessary.67 

 
These legal rights are very important. Because civil contempt of court is a quasi-criminal 
offence, the rules of civil procedure that apply to most civil proceedings in Nova Scotia have 
to be modified or rejected altogether to make sure that civil contempt proceedings comply 
with the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms.68 Rule 89 affirms other crucial legal 
rights for the same reason. For example, in the context scenario described above: 
 

(i) the mining company would need to give you the same disclosure that you would be 
entitled to receive if you were being prosecuted for a Criminal Code offence (meaning 
that the mining company would need to give you all of the evidence that is relevant to its 
case against you, with very limited exceptions);69 

 

                                                       
66 See Civil Procedure Rules, NS Civ Pro Rules 2009 at paragraph 89.05(2)(b). 
67 Ibid at paragraph 89.05(2)(c), subsection 89.03(4), and paragraphs 89.05(2)(e)-(f). 
68 Ibid at paragraph 89.01(2)(b) and subsection 89.12(2). 
69 Ibid at section 89.09. 
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(ii) you would have the same right to remain silent as you would have if you were being 
prosecuted for a Criminal Code offence;70 and, 

 
(iii) the mining company (or any other party) could not examine you on discovery about 
any subject that is relevant to the contempt proceeding, unless a judge permits.71 
 

A motion for a contempt order is heard by a judge alone; you are not entitled to a jury trial in 
either civil or criminal contempt proceedings. 
 
The common law gives judges significant discretion in contempt proceedings. If a judge 
determines that a contempt order should be issued, they have discretion to choose from a 
spectrum of sentencing options. Rule 89 states that a contempt order “may impose a 
conditional or absolute discharge, a penalty similar to a remedy for an abuse of process, or 
any other lawful penalty including any of the following”: 
 

(a) an order that the person must abide by stated penal terms, such as for house arrest, 
community service, or reparations; 
 

(b) a suspended penalty, such as imprisonment, sequestration, or a fine suspended 
during performance of stated conditions; 
 

(c) a fine payable, immediately or on terms, to a person named in the order; 
 

(d) sequestration of some or all of the person’s assets; 
 

(e) imprisonment for less than five years, if the person is an individual.72 
 
It is very important to understand that a finding of civil contempt of court can lead to 
imprisonment. Penalties such as fines and the sequestration of assets can also have a 
significant impact on your life. 
 
The common law expects that penalties for civil contempt of court will typically be coercive 
rather than punitive.73 As the Nova Scotia Court of Appeal has put it, the primary purpose of 
imposing a sanction for civil contempt “is to coerce compliance with the order” that has been 
violated.74 That being said, courts also recognize that penalties for civil contempt may be 
designed to deter further breaches of court orders.75 In that sense, penalties can be 
designed to serve as warnings to persons who are found to have committed contempt, as 

                                                       
70 See Civil Procedure Rules, NS Civ Pro Rules 2009 at section 89.09. 
71 Ibid at section 89.10. In most civil proceedings, all of the parties to the proceeding are required to 
disclose all relevant information to the other parties in advance and submit to “discovery” examinations in 
which the other parties look for additional information that may help them to make their case. These rules 
do not apply in contempt proceedings, because the quasi-criminal nature of civil contempt and the 
criminal nature of criminal contempt mean that you cannot be forced to help your accuser make the case 
against you. 
72 Ibid at subsection 89.13(1). 
73 See the Nova Scotia Court of Appeal’s decision in TG Industries Ltd v Williams, 2001 NSCA 105 at 
paragraph 35. 
74 Ibid at paragraph 35. 
75 See the Supreme Court of Canada’s decision in Carey v Laiken, 2015 SCC 17 at paragraphs 30-31.  

https://www.canlii.org/en/ns/nsca/doc/2001/2001nsca105/2001nsca105.html
https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/2015/2015scc17/2015scc17.html
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well as to the public more generally, that disobedience of court orders will be taken 
seriously.  
 
Rule 89 recognizes that people found guilty of contempt of court may be able to “purge” 
their contempt by stopping their contemptuous behaviour (if it is ongoing) or doing 
something after the fact to make amends.76 Case law from Nova Scotia indicates that in 
cases where an injunction has been breached, a formal apology made to the court may 
serve to purge the contempt and allow the convicted person to avoid a burdensome 
penalty;77 however, this result is not guaranteed. 
 
Finally, it is important to note that in our context scenario, a successful motion for a civil 
contempt order by the mining company could also lead to a costs award against you—
meaning that you would be required to indemnify the mining company for some or all of the 
legal fees that it incurred in bringing the motion against you. 
 
 Envisioning Criminal Contempt Proceedings 
 
In Nova Scotia, criminal contempt proceedings are very similar to civil contempt 
proceedings, with the main differences being that criminal contempt proceedings are 
prosecuted by the Attorney General of Nova Scotia (through the Nova Scotia Public 
Prosecution Service).  
 
As with a civil contempt proceeding, a criminal contempt proceeding can begin with the 
Attorney General bringing a motion for a contempt order to the court. You are entitled to 
receive formal notice of the motion, and the notice document must include all of the same 
information described above, including information about your legal rights. 
 
As we discussed above, the elements of criminal contempt of court are different from the 
elements of civil contempt. To establish the culpability of an alleged contemnor (a person 
who allegedly committed contempt), the Crown must prove beyond a reasonable doubt that: 
 

(i) “the accused defied or disobeyed a court order in a public way”; and 
 
(ii) the accused did so “with intent, knowledge, or recklessness as to the fact that the 
public disobedience will tend to depreciate the authority of the court”.78 

 
A motion for a contempt order is heard by a judge alone; even in a criminal contempt 
proceeding, you are not entitled to a jury trial. 
 
As with civil contempt of court, a finding of criminal contempt of court can lead to 
imprisonment. Penalties such as fines and the sequestration of assets can also have a 
significant impact on your life. 
 

                                                       
76 See Civil Procedure Rules, NS Civ Pro Rules 2009 at subsection 89.13(2). 
77 See Nova Scotia (Attorney General) v Gurney, 3 NSR (2d) 334—a 1970 decision of the Nova Scotia 
Supreme Court, Trial Division. 
78 See the Supreme Court of Canada’s decision in United Nurses of Alberta v Alberta (Attorney General), 
[1992] 1 SCR 901 at page 933. 

https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/1992/1992canlii99/1992canlii99.pdf
https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/1992/1992canlii99/1992canlii99.pdf
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Unlike the penalties for civil contempt of court, which are primarily coercive, penalties for 
criminal contempt are punitive—they aim to punish disobedience of court orders so as to 
maintain public respect for the administration of justice and the rule of law. 
 
The Ontario Court of Appeal has held that when Indigenous persons are convicted of 
criminal contempt, the sentencing principles that the Supreme Court of Canada articulated 
in R v Gladue should be applied.79 We are not aware of any reported decisions by Nova 
Scotian courts that address this issue, but we expect that Nova Scotian courts would adopt 
the same approach. 

 
When Civil Contempt Proceedings Turn into Criminal Contempt Proceedings 

 
As we noted above, civil and criminal contempt of court are both rooted in the common law, 
and they reflect the legal understanding that Canada’s courts must be able to uphold their 
dignity and processes.80 Criminal contempt of court is a unique offence, as it is the only 
common law criminal offence that Canadian courts are permitted to enforce.  
 
The common law roots of civil and criminal contempt of court give contempt proceedings 
another unique and highly significant quality that you should bear in mind if you are 
considering protest activities that might violate an injunction. Although the private party that 
secured the injunction (typically a corporation in the contexts of environmental activism and 
Indigenous rights advocacy, land defence, and water protection) could choose to take 
action against you by making a motion for civil contempt of court, the court hearing the 
motion has a discretionary power to initiate the conversion of a civil contempt proceeding 
into a criminal contempt proceeding by asking the Attorney General to step in and 
prosecute you for criminal contempt of court.  
 
Courts in British Columbia have exercised this discretionary power in the context of 
extended, widely publicized mass protests in which environmental activists and Indigenous 
rights advocates, land defenders, and water protectors have shown up to protest sites day 
after day to defy injunctions and be arrested.  
 
We are not aware of any cases in which Nova Scotian courts have exercised this 
discretionary power in relation to contemporary protest activities. However, decisions by 
Nova Scotian courts on other matters indicate that the courts agree that they have this 
discretionary power to initiate the conversion of a civil contempt proceeding into a criminal 

                                                       
79 See the Ontario Court of Appeal’s decision in Frontenac Ventures Corp v Ardoch Algonquin First 
Nation, 2008 ONCA 534 at paragraphs 54 and 59. The sentencing principles that the Supreme Court of 
Canada articulated in R v Gladue, [1999] 1 SCR 688 build on sentencing principles within the Criminal 
Code which state that punishments other than imprisonment that would be reasonable under the 
circumstances should always be considered, giving particular attention to the circumstances of 
Indigenous persons who are convicted of criminal offences. R v Gladue makes it clear that the unique 
experiences of Indigenous peoples in Canada—such as dislocation, dispossession, and community 
fragmentation caused by colonial interference and oppression—should be taken into account in 
sentencing. 
80 See the Supreme Court of Canada’s decision in United Nurses of Alberta v Alberta (Attorney General), 
[1992] 1 SCR 901 at page 931. 

https://www.canlii.org/en/on/onca/doc/2008/2008onca534/2008onca534.html
https://www.canlii.org/en/on/onca/doc/2008/2008onca534/2008onca534.html
https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/1999/1999canlii679/1999canlii679.pdf
https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/1992/1992canlii99/1992canlii99.pdf
https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/1992/1992canlii99/1992canlii99.pdf
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contempt proceeding by asking the Attorney General to step in and prosecute defendants 
for criminal contempt of court.81  
 
This means that you should not rule out the possibility that a civil contempt proceeding for 
defiance of an injunction could become a criminal contempt proceeding if a Nova Scotian 
court and the provincial Attorney General decide that the circumstances warrant 
prosecution.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                       
81 See, for example, Nova Scotia (Attorney General) v Mills, 3 NSR (2d) 342—a 1970 decision of the 
Nova Scotia Supreme Court, Trial Division. See also Cape Breton Development Corp v UMW, District No 
26, 35 ACWS (3d) 1078—a 1990 decision of the Nova Scotia Supreme Court, Trial Division. 
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Law Enforcement Officers’ Powers to Arrest, Detain, and Use Force 
 
In Canada, written laws created by governments assign specific duties and powers to law 
enforcement officers. Canada’s courts also recognize some duties and powers under the 
common law.  
 
This chapter does not provide an exhaustive overview of law enforcement officers’ powers 
to arrest, detain, and use force, and it is not designed to help you evaluate the lawfulness of 
arrests in the moment if you find yourself in a protest situation where arrests are being 
made. The purpose of this chapter is to introduce you to some of the basic sources of law 
enforcement officers’ powers to arrest, detain, and use force. Understanding these sources 
can help you to anticipate law enforcement responses to protest activities that violate 
Canadian law and ask relevant questions if you are arrested or detained.  
 
Legislated Powers to Arrest and Detain 
 
When federal and provincial statutes create enforcement powers for police and other law 
enforcement officers, they typically create corresponding powers of arrest and detention as 
well. Depending on the statute, these powers may be described generally or defined 
specifically.  
 
     Criminal Code Enforcement Powers 
 
Under the Criminal Code, law enforcement officers’ powers of arrest fall under two main 
categories: powers to arrest with a warrant, and powers to arrest without a warrant. Arrests 
are typically made without warrants in protest situations.  
 
Under the Criminal Code, law enforcement officers’ powers to arrest without a warrant are 
determined by the nature of the offences that officers want to investigate, stop, or prevent. 
For example, under the Criminal Code, a law enforcement officer can arrest a person 
without a warrant if the officer believes on reasonable grounds that the person is about to 
commit an indictable offence.82 This power to arrest authorizes law enforcement officers to 
arrest persons preemptively to prevent them from committing an indictable offence. This 
preemptive power does not exist for summary offences—under the Criminal Code, a law 
enforcement officer can only arrest you for a summary offence if they find you committing 
that offence.83 
 
Notably, the Criminal Code also empowers law enforcement officers to make arrests and 
detain persons for breach of the peace. Breach of the peace is not a Criminal Code 
offence, and you cannot be prosecuted for it, but you can be arrested and detained under 
the Criminal Code to stop you from doing it.  
 
A breach of the peace could involve public conduct that is rowdy or disruptive and makes 
people uncomfortable, but not all rowdy, disruptive, or discomfiting conduct can be 
characterized as breaching the peace. The Ontario Court of Appeal has emphasized that 
breaching the peace involves conduct that goes further than being “offensive, disturbing, or 
                                                       
82 See the Criminal Code, RSC 1985, c C-46 at paragraph 495(1)(a). 
83 Ibid at paragraph 495(1)(b).  
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even vaguely threatening”.84 Conduct that breaches the peace has an element of 
violence—it “contemplates an act or actions which result in actual or threatened harm to 
someone.85  
 
     Provincial Enforcement Powers 
 
Several Nova Scotian statutes create penal offences and give corresponding enforcement 
powers to law enforcement officers. 
 
For example, Nova Scotia’s Crown Lands Act and its corresponding regulations make it 
unlawful to enter Crown lands or do certain activities on Crown lands in specified 
circumstances, and the Act gives provincial conservation officers corresponding powers of 
arrest. Under the Act, a conservation officer can arrest a person without a warrant if the 
officer finds that person committing an offence under the Act or its regulations or if the 
officer believes on reasonable and probable grounds that the person is committing or has 
recently committed an offence under the Act or its regulations.86  
 
As another example, Nova Scotia’s Protection of Property Act makes it unlawful to enter, 
remain on, or do certain activities on private lands without permission, and the Act gives 
police officers corresponding powers of arrest and detention. Under the Act, a police officer 
can arrest a person for an offence under the Act and detain that person in custody after 
arrest if the officer believes on reasonable and probable grounds that the arrest and 
detention is necessary to prevent the continuation or repetition of the offence or establish 
the person’s identity.87  
 
Common Law Powers to Arrest and Detain 
 
While some law enforcement officers’ powers to arrest and detain are contained in 
legislation, others exist at common law. Two common law powers of arrest and detention 
are especially relevant to the law of protests: the common law power to make an arrest to 
prevent an anticipated breach of the peace, and the common law power to detain for 
investigative purposes. 
 
     Anticipated Breach of the Peace 
 
As we noted above, the Criminal Code empowers law enforcement officers to arrest 
persons for breaching the peace. This Criminal Code power is quite restricted. Under 
subsection 31(1) of the Criminal Code, a law enforcement officer can only arrest a person 
for breach of the peace if the officer finds that person committing breach of the peace or if 
the officer believes on reasonable grounds that the person is about to join in or renew a 
                                                       
84 See the Ontario Court of Appeal’s decision in Brown v Regional Municipality of Durham Police Service 
Board, 1998 CanLII 7198 (ONCA) at paragraph 73. 
85 Ibid at paragraph 73. The Nova Scotia Provincial Court has drawn on this definition: see R v E(C), 2008 
CarswellNS 774 at paragraph 28. This decision was reversed by the Nova Scotia Supreme Court, acting 
as a summary conviction appeal court, in R v E(C), 2009 NSSC 6; however, in R v E(C), 2009 NSCA 79, 
the Nova Scotia Court of Appeal overturned that reversal and reinstated the decision of the Nova Scotia 
Provincial Court. 
86 See the Crown Lands Act, RSNS 1989, c 144 at section 41. 
87 See the Protection of Property Act, RSNS 1989, c 363 at subsection 6(1). 

https://www.canlii.org/en/on/onca/doc/1998/1998canlii7198/1998canlii7198.html
https://www.canlii.org/en/on/onca/doc/1998/1998canlii7198/1998canlii7198.html
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breach of the peace. These restrictions make it clear that the Criminal Code power to arrest 
for breach of the peace applies in situations where a breach of the peace is already 
occurring or has just been stopped and is at risk of being renewed. The Criminal Code 
power to arrest for breach of the peace does not apply in situations where no breach of the 
peace has actually happened yet. 
 
Although the Criminal Code power to arrest for breach of the peace does not empower law 
enforcement officers to make arrests preemptively to prevent anticipated breaches of the 
peace, Canadian courts have held that the power to arrest for an anticipated breach of the 
peace exists at common law.88 To exercise this common law power, a police officer “must 
have reasonable grounds for believing that the anticipated breach of the peace will likely 
occur if the person is not detained”.89  
 
     Investigative Detention 
 
The Supreme Court of Canada has held that the common law gives police officers a limited 
power to detain individuals for investigative purposes.90 Detentions of this kind are known 
as “investigative detentions”.  
 
A person can be detained in many different ways. You can be detained by being put in a 
police vehicle or holding cell, and you can also be detained by being stopped on the street 
or in another public setting and being told that you cannot leave. According to the Supreme 
Court of Canada, detention means more than just being delayed or made to wait; detentions 
that butt up against your individual liberties involve some form of physical or psychological 
restraint by authorities.91  
 
The Supreme Court of Canada has provided authoritative guidance on law enforcement 
officers’ powers to detain for investigative purposes. Importantly, the Court has made it 
clear that “hunches” cannot justify investigative detentions.92 To detain you for investigative 
purposes, a law enforcement officer must have a reasonable suspicion that you are 
implicated in criminal activity (there must be a “clear nexus” between you and a recent or 
ongoing criminal offence), and the detention must be reasonably necessary, taking all of the 
circumstances into account.93 
 
Investigative detentions should be brief.94 If a law enforcement officer stops you to ask you 
questions before, during, or after a protest, you can find out if you are being detained by 

                                                       
88 See the Ontario Court of Appeal’s decision in Brown v Regional Municipality of Durham Police Service 
Board, 1998 CanLII 7198 (ONCA). 
89 Ibid. Nova Scotian courts have adopted the Ontario Court of Appeal’s analysis in Brown v Regional 
Municipality of Durham Police Service Board. See for example the Nova Scotia Provincial Court’s 
decision in R v E(C), 2008 CarswellNS 774, upheld by the Nova Scotia Court of Appeal in R v E(C), 2009 
NSCA 79. See also the Nova Scotia Provincial Court’s decision in R v Downey, 2009 NSPC 25, as well 
as the Nova Scotia Provincial Court’s decision in R v MacInnis, 2014 NSPC 106, upheld by the Nova 
Scotia Supreme Court in R v MacInnis, 2014 NSSC 262. 
90 See the Supreme Court of Canada’s decision in R v Mann, 2004 SCC 52. 
91 Ibid at paragraph 19. 
92 Ibid at paragraph 35. 
93 Ibid at paragraphs 34 and 45. 
94 Ibid at paragraph 45. 

https://www.canlii.org/en/on/onca/doc/1998/1998canlii7198/1998canlii7198.html
https://www.canlii.org/en/on/onca/doc/1998/1998canlii7198/1998canlii7198.html
https://www.canlii.org/en/ns/nspc/doc/2009/2009nspc25/2009nspc25.html
https://www.canlii.org/en/ns/nspc/doc/2014/2014nspc106/2014nspc106.html
https://www.canlii.org/en/ns/nssc/doc/2014/2014nssc262/2014nssc262.html
https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/2004/2004scc52/2004scc52.html
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asking if you are being detained or if you are free to go. If an officer detains you for 
investigative purposes, you do not have to answer their questions.95 You have a right to 
counsel (i.e., to speak to and get advice from a lawyer) if you are detained for investigative 
purposes, and the law enforcement officer(s) detaining you must inform you of that right 
“without delay”.96 
 
It is also important to know that law enforcement officers have a limited search power that 
they can use during an investigative detention. This search power is limited to pat-down 
searches that are conducted to ensure officer safety (i.e., to be sure that you are not 
carrying a weapon).97 
 
Use of Force 
 
Canada’s Criminal Code authorizes the use of force to administer and enforce the law.  
 
Subsection 25(1) of the Criminal Code states that law enforcement officers—who are 
required or authorized by law to administer and enforce the law—are justified in doing what 
they are required or authorized to do, and are justified “in using as much force as is 
necessary for that purpose”, if they act “on reasonable grounds”.  
 
Under section 27 of the Criminal Code: 
 

27 Every one is justified in using as much force as is reasonably necessary 
 
     (a) to prevent the commission of an offence 
 
 (i) for which, if it were committed, the person who committed it might be  

arrested without warrant, and 
 
(ii) that would be likely to cause immediate and serious injury to the person  
or property of anyone; or 

 
      (b) to prevent anything being done that, on reasonable grounds, he believes 
      would, if it were done, be an offence mentioned in paragraph (a).  
 
Subsection 25(1) of the Criminal Code speaks of force that is “necessary”; section 27 
speaks of force that is “reasonably necessary”. These provisions make it clear that law 
enforcement officers’ powers to use force when enforcing the criminal law are justified by 
necessity.  
 
Law enforcement officers are not free to use force in any and all situations, and, when they 
do use force, the law expects them to exercise restraint. Section 26 of the Criminal Code 
confirms that when law enforcement officers use excessive force, they will be criminally 
responsible. In the eyes of the criminal law, excessive use of force by a law enforcement 
officer is unjustifiable assault. Excessive use of force by a law enforcement officer can also 
                                                       
95 See the Supreme Court of Canada’s decision in R v Mann, 2004 SCC 52. 
96 See the Supreme Court of Canada’s decision R v Suberu, 2009 SCC 33. 
97 See the Supreme Court of Canada’s decision in R v Mann, 2004 SCC 52. 

https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/2004/2004scc52/2004scc52.html
https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/2009/2009scc33/2009scc33.html
https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/2004/2004scc52/2004scc52.html
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expose the officer to legal liability in a civil proceeding, where they can be sued under the 
common law tort of battery.  
 
The lived experiences of Indigenous, Black, and other racialized communities in Canada 
demonstrate a disproportionate use of force by law enforcement officers against Indigenous 
persons, Black persons, and other persons of colour. This reality shapes protest spaces 
and creates unequal levels of risk for Indigenous, Black, and other racialized persons 
engaging in environmental activism, rights advocacy, land defence, water protection, and 
other such activities, as compared to those who benefit from racial privilege. 
 
The moment of arrest is generally not the best time to argue that the arrest is unlawful. If an 
arrest leads to charges, its lawfulness can be challenged as part of the accused person’s 
defence. If an arrest does not lead to charges, its lawfulness can be challenged in a formal 
complaint or in a civil proceeding against the arresting officer(s). Likewise, a person who is 
detained or subjected to force at a protest and believes that detention or use of force was 
unlawful can consider making a complaint or initiating a civil proceeding against the 
officer(s) involved. In all of these circumstances, speaking with a lawyer can help you to 
assess what happened and evaluate your options. 
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Understanding Your Rights if You Are Arrested or Detained 
 
Rights Enshrined in the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms 
 
Sections 7 to 14 of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms (“the Charter”) enshrine 
several legal rights that shape how you should be treated if you are arrested or detained.  
 
You have the right not to be detained arbitrarily.98 A person can be detained in many 
different ways. You can be detained by being put in a police vehicle or holding cell, and you 
can also be detained by being stopped on the street or in another public setting and being 
told that you cannot leave. According to the Supreme Court of Canada, detention means 
more than just being delayed or made to wait; detentions that butt up against your individual 
liberties involve some form of physical or psychological restraint by authorities.99  
 
If you are detained, you have the right to be informed promptly of the reason(s) for the 
detention.100 This means that the law enforcement officer(s) detaining you should tell you 
why as soon as is reasonably possible under the circumstances.  
 
If you are detained for investigative reasons (“investigative detention”) during a protest or on 
your way to or from a protest, that detention should be brief and must be based on a 
reasonable suspicion that you are implicated in criminal activity—otherwise, it will violate 
your Charter right not to be detained arbitrarily.101 The officer(s) detaining you must tell you 
the reason(s) for your detention “in clear and simple language”.102 
 
If you are arrested, you have the right to be informed promptly of the reason(s) for the 
arrest.103 This means that the law enforcement officer(s) arresting you should tell you why 
as soon as is reasonably possible under the circumstances. 
 
If you are arrested or detained, you have a right to retain and instruct counsel (i.e., a lawyer) 
without delay.104 Law enforcement officers who arrest or detain you must inform you of that 
right,105 and you must be given the opportunity to contact a lawyer. If you cannot connect 
with a lawyer when you make your first telephone call, you must be given further 
opportunities until you are actually able to speak to a lawyer. Likewise, if your telephone 
conversation with a lawyer is cut off or incomplete for any other reason, you can reassert 
your right to retain and instruct counsel and insist on completing your conversation. 
 
When you seek legal advice or representation from a lawyer, the information that you share 
with the lawyer is protected by solicitor-client privilege and in ordinary circumstances cannot 
be used against you in court. However, if you share information with a lawyer in a public 
setting where others can overhear your conversation, or if you share the contents of your 
                                                       
98 See the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, Part I of the Constitution Act, 1982, being 
Schedule B to the Canada Act 1982 (UK) 1982, c 11 at section 9 [“the Charter”]. 
99 See the Supreme Court of Canada’s decision in R v Mann, 2004 SCC 52. at paragraph 19. 
100 See the Charter at subsection 10(a). 
101 See the Supreme Court of Canada’s decision in R v Mann, 2004 SCC 52 at paragraph 20. 
102 Ibid at paragraph 21. 
103 See the Charter at subsection 10(a). 
104 Ibid at subsection 10(b). 
105 Ibid at subsection 10(b). 

https://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/const/page-12.html#h-40
https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/2004/2004scc52/2004scc52.html
https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/2004/2004scc52/2004scc52.html
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privileged conversation with other people, a court may decide that you have “waived” (given 
up) the benefit of solicitor-client privilege. When you are given the opportunity to telephone 
a lawyer after you are arrested or detained, you can ask for privacy if necessary to make 
sure that others around you cannot hear your conversation.  
 
Further Rights if You Are Arrested or Detained 
 
     Your Right to Remain Silent 
 
If you are detained for investigative purposes, you do not have to answer questions by the 
officer(s) detaining you.106  
 
If you are arrested, you do not have to answer questions about your activities or any 
allegations made against you, but you do have to identify yourself by providing your full 
name, date of birth, and current address. Refusing to provide this information to law 
enforcement officers, or providing false information about your identity to mislead law 
enforcement officers, could lead to you being charged with obstructing justice.107 
 
Your right to remain silent if you are arrested or detained is rooted in the same legal 
reasoning that gives you Charter rights not to be compelled to testify against yourself in 
penal proceedings and to be presumed innocent until proven guilty according to law.108 
Essentially, your right to remain silent reflects the rule that you cannot be forced to help law 
enforcement officers build a case against you. 
 
     Your Right Not to Be Detained Indefinitely if You Are Arrested 
 
Subsection 498(1) of the Criminal Code states that if a person has been arrested without a 
warrant and has not been taken before a justice or released from custody under any other 
provision of the Act, the arresting officer must release the person “as soon as practicable” if 
the person gives an undertaking to the officer, if the officer issues an appearance notice 
to the person, or if the officer intends to issue a summons to the person to compel them to 
appear in court. 
 
An undertaking is a legal promise to abide by certain conditions (such as not returning to a 
protest site) and to come to court at a certain date and time to answer to charges against 
you. Appearance notices and summonses are legally enforceable orders requiring you to 
come to court at a certain date and time to answer to charges against you. Importantly, 
failure to abide by the conditions of an undertaking, failure to come to court as specified in 
an undertaking, and failure to comply with an appearance notice or summons are all 
offences under the Criminal Code.109 These offences are hybrid offences that can be 
                                                       
106 See the Supreme Court of Canada’s decision in R v Mann, 2004 SCC 52.at paragraph 45. 
107 The criminal offence of obstructing justice is defined in section 139 of the Criminal Code. 
Subsection 139(2) is especially relevant in this context. It is a broad provision that creates makes it an 
offence to attempt intentionally to obstruct, pervert, or defeat the course of justice in almost any way. This 
is a hybrid offence that is punishable by imprisonment for up to ten years if the Crown chooses to proceed 
by indictment. 
108 See the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, Part I of the Constitution Act, 1982, being 
Schedule B to the Canada Act 1982 (UK) 1982, c 11 at subsections 11(c)-(d). 
109 See the Criminal Code, RSC 1985, c C-46 at subsections 145(3) and 145(4). 

https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/2004/2004scc52/2004scc52.html
https://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/const/page-12.html#h-40
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prosecuted summarily or by indictment, and if the Crown chooses to proceed by indictment, 
they are punishable by imprisonment for a term of up to two years.  
 
The exceptions to the general rule that a peace officer must release an arrested person “as 
soon as practicable” if the person signs an undertaking, if an appearance notice is given, or 
if a summons will be issued is that a peace officer must not release a person from custody if 
the officer believes on reasonable grounds that the public interest requires the person to be 
detained, taking all relevant circumstances into account, including the need to establish the 
person’s identity, secure or preserve evidence of or relating to the person’s alleged offence, 
prevent the continuation or repetition of the person’s alleged offence, prevent the 
commission of another offence, or protect the safety and security of any victim of or witness 
to the person’s alleged offence.110 Additionally, a peace officer must not release a person 
from custody if the officer believes on reasonable grounds that the person will not come to 
court as required by an undertaking, appearance notice, or summons if they are 
released.111 
 
Subsection 503(1) of the Criminal Code states that a person who has been arrested by a 
peace officer and has not been released from custody under any other provision of that part 
of the Code must be taken before a justice within twenty-four hours of having been arrested, 
if a justice is available. If a justice is not available within twenty-four-hour period after a 
person’s arrest, the person must be taken before a justice “as soon as possible”.112 
 
Section 515 of the Criminal Code addresses “judicial interim release”, commonly known as 
“bail”. As a general rule, once a person who is charged with a Criminal Code offence has 
been taken before a justice, the justice should make an order that releases the accused 
person from custody without any conditions. Exceptions to this general rule apply when the 
accused person has pleaded guilty, when a prosecutor demonstrates that the accused 
person should remain in custody, when a prosecutor demonstrates that the accused person 
should be released with conditions (including, potentially, a promise to pay a certain amount 
of money if they fail to comply with any conditions of their release order), or when other 
specific exceptions set out in the Criminal Code apply. Subsection 515(10) lists three 
specific factors that can justify an accused person being further detained in custody, and 
they are: (i) that the detention is necessary to make sure that that the person comes to court 
as required; (ii) that the detention is necessary for reasons of public protection and safety; 
and, (iii) that the detention is necessary to “maintain confidence in the administration of 
justice”. 
 
Although the prosecutor generally has the burden of demonstrating to a justice that a 
person accused of an offence should be detained in custody or should only be released 
under conditions, in some situations that burden shifts, and it is the accused person who 
needs to persuade the justice that they should be released from custody. This “reverse 
onus” applies to persons who are without immigration status (i.e., who are “not ordinarily 
resident in Canada”),113 to persons who have breached release conditions,114 and to 

                                                       
110 See the Criminal Code, RSC 1985, c C-46 at paragraph 498(1.1)(a). 
111 Ibid at paragraph 498(1.1)(b). 
112 Ibid at subsection 503(1).  
113 Ibid at paragraph 515(6)(b). 
114 Ibid at paragraph 515(6)(c). 
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persons charged with certain offences listed in the Criminal Code that are considered to be 
especially serious. 
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Recognizing Legal Risk:  
Implications of the Immigration and Refugee Protection Act 
 
The Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms (“the Charter”) guarantees freedom of 
expression and freedom of peaceful assembly to every one living in Canada, not just to 
Canadian citizens. Individuals who are living in Canada as temporary residents, permanent 
residents, refugees, and other protected persons also have all of the same Charter rights 
that govern lawful arrests, detentions, searches and seizures, and prosecutions of 
Canadian citizens. However, if you are living in Canada and are not a Canadian citizen, 
unlawful protest activities have special risks that you should consider carefully. 
 
The Immigration and Refugee Protection Act (“the IRPA” or “the Act”) is the federal statute 
that governs immigration and refugee law in Canada. The IRPA defines categories of non-
citizens in Canada, and it determines who is “admissible” and who is “inadmissible” in 
Canada—that is, who is allowed to enter or remain in the country.  
 
Within the IRPA regime, individuals are “foreign nationals” if they are not Canadian citizens 
or permanent residents.115 Foreign nationals include stateless persons, temporary residents 
(such as visitors, students, and workers), and refugees and other protected persons who 
have not acquired permanent resident status under Canadian law. 
 
Under the IRPA, foreign nationals are regulated more strictly and have fewer legal 
protections than permanent residents, and permanent residents are regulated more strictly 
and have fewer legal protections than Canadian citizens.  
 
If you are a foreign national or permanent resident, participating in unlawful protest activities 
can lead to your removal from Canada. Whether you are an international student 
participating in a climate strike, a migrant worker attending a solidarity rally, or a permanent 
resident who has lived in Nova Scotia since childhood, it is important to keep in mind that 
your status under the IRPA makes some protest activities riskier for you than they are for 
your colleagues, friends, and neighbours who are citizens. 
 
This chapter highlights some of the major ways in which the IRPA informs the law of 
protests in Nova Scotia. It focuses on activities that could render a foreign national or 
permanent resident “inadmissible” under the IRPA and does not discuss how convictions for 
federal or provincial offences or local by-law violations could affect applications for 
permanent resident status or citizenship. 
 
If you are not a Canadian citizen and your participation in protest activities leads to charges 
of any kind or a review of your status under the IRPA, you should seek advice from a lawyer 
as soon as possible. Always make sure to tell your lawyer about your immigration and 
refugee status so they can advise you properly. 
 
Becoming Inadmissible in Canada 
 
The IRPA regime determines who is admissible and who is inadmissible in Canada. The  

                                                       
115 See the Immigration and Refugee Protection Act, SC 2001, c 27 at subsection 2(1). 
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terms “admissible” and “inadmissible” apply to entry into the country, and they also apply to 
continued presence within the country. If you are a foreign national or permanent resident 
living in Canada, becoming “inadmissible” may mean that you will be forced to leave.    
 
Three grounds for inadmissibility are especially relevant in the context of protest activities: 
criminality, serious criminality, and security grounds. 
 
     Inadmissibility for Criminality or Serious Criminality 
 
Under paragraph 36(2)(a) of the IRPA, a foreign national is inadmissible for criminality if 
they are convicted of an indictable federal offence or if they are convicted of any two 
summary federal offences that are independent from each other (i.e., done at different times 
or at different places, not arising from a single event).  
 
It is important to understand that a hybrid offence under the Criminal Code will be treated as 
an indictable offence in an admissibility review.116 This means that if you are charged with a 
hybrid offence such as disobeying a court order and the Crown chooses to proceed 
summarily, a conviction or a guilty plea could possibly make you inadmissible under the 
IRPA even though the Crown treated the offence as a summary offence for the purposes of 
the prosecution. Ultimately, however, the conviction or the guilty plea would not be 
determinative in and of themselves—if the court hearing the matter chooses to grant a 
conditional discharge or an absolute discharge, there will be no record of conviction 
(assuming that all of the conditions of a conditional discharge are met), and you would not 
become inadmissible on this ground. 
 
Unlike foreign nationals, permanent residents cannot be inadmissible for criminality; 
however, permanent residents can be inadmissible for serious criminality. 
 
Under the IRPA, a permanent resident is inadmissible for serious criminality if they are 
convicted of a federal offence that is punishable by a maximum term of imprisonment of at 
least ten years or if they are convicted of a federal offence and are sentenced to a term of 
imprisonment that is longer than six months.117 Foreign nationals are also inadmissible for 
serious criminality under these same terms. 
 
It is important to understand that serious criminality is established if you are convicted of a 
federal offence that can be punished by imprisonment for ten years or more even if your 
actual sentence is for a shorter term.   
 
     Inadmissibility on Security Grounds 
 
Paragraph 34(1) of the IRPA lists several activities that will make a foreign national or 
permanent resident inadmissible on security grounds. The listed activities include “engaging 
in terrorism”, “being a danger to the security of Canada”, and being a member of an 
organization that the Government of Canada has reasonable grounds to believe engages, 
has engaged, or will engage in terrorism. 
                                                       
116 See the Immigration and Refugee Protection Act, SC 2001, c 27 at paragraph 36(3)(a). 
117 Ibid at paragraph 36(1)(a). 
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As we discussed above in our section on the Criminal Code definition of “terrorist activities”, 
there are reasons to be concerned that protest activities targeting infrastructure such as 
hydroelectric dams, oil and gas pipelines, or railways will be perceived as terrorist activities 
by law enforcement in Canada. As Andrew Crosby and Jeffrey Monaghan discuss in their 
book Policing Indigenous Movements: Dissent and the Security State, in the wake of 9/11, 
Canadian police and intelligence agencies have demonstrated a pattern of perceiving some 
forms of Indigenous rights advocacy, land defence, and water protection as “Aboriginal 
extremism” and as security threats to Canadian “critical infrastructure”.  
 
We are not aware of any court or tribunal decisions that have actually characterized 
environmental activism or Indigenous rights advocacy, land defence, or water protection as 
“terrorist activities” under Canadian law. Nevertheless, given the Criminal Code’s definition, 
it is worth being mindful of the possibility that protest activities targeting infrastructure—for 
example, by blockading railways or interfering with pipeline operations—could not only lead 
to criminal charges but could also create grounds for your removal from Canada if you are 
not a Canadian citizen.  
 
The Federal Court of Canada accepts that the Canada Border Services Agency, 
Immigration Division, and other agencies and tribunals dealing with immigration and refugee 
matters are entitled to apply the Criminal Code definitions of terrorist activity when they 
assess inadmissibility on security grounds under the IRPA.118 Tribunals and agencies can 
also rely on the Supreme Court of Canada’s definition of terrorism in a 2002 decision called 
Suresh v Canada (Minister of Citizenship & Immigration), in which the Court held that the 
IRPA’s definition of terrorism “includes any ‘act intended to cause death or serious bodily 
injury to a civilian, or to any other person not taking an active part in the hostilities in a 
situation of armed conflict, when the purpose of such act, by its nature or context, is to 
intimidate a population, or to compel a government or an international organization to do or 
to abstain from doing any act’”.119 
 
Stayed Removal Orders and Obligations to “Keep the Peace and Be of Good 
Behaviour” 
 
The IRPA allows the Government of Canada to issue removal orders to foreign nationals 
and permanent residents under certain circumstances. The IRPA also allows individuals to 
apply to have certain removal orders set aside or “stayed”.  
 
When a removal order is stayed, it becomes unenforceable for a period of time—essentially, 
its effects are put on pause. Depending on the reasons why a stay is granted, the tribunal 
granting the stay may impose certain conditions on the person against whom the order was 
issued. Some conditions are required by legislation in certain circumstances; others are 
imposed as a matter of habit or custom. 
 
One common condition imposed by custom is that the person whose removal order was 
stayed must “keep the peace and be of good behaviour”. Several court and tribunal 
decisions have held that keeping the peace and being of good behaviour means abiding by 
                                                       
118 See for example the Federal Court of Canada’s decision in Khan v Canada (Citizenship and 
Immigration), 2019 FC 899 at paragraph 29. 
119 Suresh v Canada (Minister of Citizenship & Immigration), 2002 SCC 1 at paragraph 98. 

https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/fct/doc/2019/2019fc899/2019fc899.html
https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/fct/doc/2019/2019fc899/2019fc899.html
https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/2002/2002scc1/2002scc1.html
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federal and provincial laws and local by-laws. This means that a person can breach the 
“keep the peace and be of good behaviour” condition of a stayed removal order by violating 
a federal or provincial law or a local by-law.  
 
If you are living in Canada under a stayed removal order and the conditions of that stay 
require you to keep the peace and be of good behaviour, you can jeopardize your ability to 
remain in Canada by violating provincial or territorial laws or local by-laws, even though 
such violations do not amount to “criminality” or “serious criminality” under the IRPA. It is 
important to bear this in mind if you are participating in protest activities, because breaking 
provincial laws or local by-laws under such circumstances could have serious 
consequences. 
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Recognizing Legal Risk: Grounds for Civil Proceedings 
 
Introduction to Torts 
 
Torts are legal wrongdoings that harm others or violate others’ legal interests. Some torts 
are defined by Canada’s common law; others have been codified in legislation that 
intersects with and sometimes overrides the common law. 
 
Torts are typically addressed through civil litigation, not through penal proceedings. 
However, it is important to be mindful that some protest activities can expose you to civil 
liability and criminal liability at the same time, because activities that constitute a tort may 
also constitute a criminal offence. 
 
When you are engaging in protests, it is important to be mindful that some activities could 
expose you to civil liability even if they are not offences under federal or provincial laws or 
local by-laws. Corporations, property owners, or other persons who are impacted by your 
protest activities could choose to take action against you by initiating civil proceedings.  
 
In a civil proceeding where a plaintiff (the person who initiates the proceeding) alleges that 
the defendant (the person against whom the proceeding is brought) has committed a tort, 
the plaintiff has the burden of proving that the defendant actually committed the tort in 
question. The standard of proof is “the balance of probabilities”, which means that the 
plaintiff must establish that it is more likely than not that the defendant committed the tort in 
question.  
 
Civil proceedings are designed to relieve and compensate persons whose legal interests 
(including their physical wellbeing, their property rights, and their rights to privacy and 
reputation) have been harmed by someone else’s wrongdoing. When a plaintiff makes their 
case successfully, the court will try to put them back in the position they would have been in 
if the harm had not occurred. Since many kinds of damage cannot be undone (for example, 
physical harms to the body or mental harms that cause trauma), courts often use financial 
compensation as a stand-in for actual restitution.  
 
This chapter identifies several torts that could be relevant to protest activities. This is not an 
exhaustive list of activities that could expose you to legal liability as a protestor—just 
because an activity is not mentioned here does not mean that it is risk-free. 
 
     Assault 
 
A person commits the tort of assault when they intentionally make another person 
apprehend (anticipate/believe) that harmful or offensive bodily contact is about to occur.  
 
Unlike the criminal offence of assault, the tort of assault does not require actual physical 
contact. Swinging your fist at a person or charging at them in an aggressive and intimidating 
way can be enough if those actions make the person apprehend that harmful or offensive 
contact will occur.  
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     Battery 
 
A person commits the tort of battery by intentionally inflicting harmful or offensive bodily 
contact on another person. The tort of battery is analogous to the criminal offence of 
assault—it involves non-consensual physical contact with another person. The contact does 
not need to injure that person—pushing and shoving during a scuffle (actions that 
sometimes happen when protests get heated) could be enough.  
 
     Defamation 
 
An individual commits the tort of defamation when they “publish” defamatory 
communications about a person to one or more third parties. In this context, “publishing” a 
communication means, quite literally, making the communication public.  
 
A person can publish defamatory communications orally (this is called “slander”), and a 
person can publish defamatory communications in writing or through other concrete forms 
of conveying meaning (this is called “libel”). Libellous communications can be made through 
media like pictures, videos, and effigies, even if such communications are not accompanied 
by written statements.  
 
Defamatory communications are communications that would lower a person’s reputation in 
the eyes of “the reasonable person”. “The reasonable person” is an imaginary legal figure 
that is supposed to represent the perspective of an average member of the public.  
 
Many protestors who oppose proposed or existing industrial activities communicate their 
objections online through social networking and video-sharing platforms like Instagram, 
Facebook, Twitter, TikTok, and YouTube. Website comments sections, email campaigns, 
and online petitions are popular online forums for information-sharing and networking too. 
Many protestors also communicate their objections by making speeches, carrying placards, 
or distributing pamphlets at protests.  
 
If you are “publishing” (in the legal sense of that word) communications that are highly 
critical of industry proponents, government decision-makers, or other persons who are 
connected to the matter you are protesting, you could expose yourself to liability for 
defamation.  
 
If you are engaging actively in the public sphere and communicating critically about industry 
proponents, government decision-makers, or other persons who are connected to the 
matter you are protesting, you can reduce, but not eliminate, defamation concerns by taking 
these considerations into account: 
 

(i) if you are presenting your comments as statements of fact, those statements must 
be true; 

 
(ii) if you are sharing comments or opinions that are not presented as statements of 
fact, those comments and opinions must be based on facts and must identify the facts 
upon which they are based; 
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(iii) your comments and opinions cannot be malicious (meaning you cannot 
communicate them with an intention to do harm), even if they are based on facts; and 
 
(iv) your comments and opinions must be on a matter of public interest. 

 
Nova Scotia’s Defamation Act codifies and clarifies several important aspects of the 
common law of defamation as it applies in the province. The Act also establishes some 
specific procedural and legal rules that apply to defamation proceedings in Nova Scotian 
courts. 
 
     Interference with Contractual Relations 
 
The tort of interference with contractual relations (also known as the tort of inducing 
breach of contract) involves intentional interference with the performance of a contract. 
 
When a plaintiff alleges that a person (“the defendant”) has committed the tort of 
interference with contractual relations, the plaintiff must prove on the balance of 
probabilities that: 
 

(i) there was a contract between the plaintiff and another party or other parties; 
 

(ii) the defendant knew that the contract existed; and, 
 

(iii) the defendant intended to cause a breach of that contract. 
 
To give just one example: in the contexts of environmental activism and Indigenous rights 
advocacy, land defence, and water protection, the tort of interference with contractual 
relations could arise in situations where encampments or blockades prevent a corporation 
from harvesting trees or extracting materials that are due under contract to another 
corporation.  
 
     Intimidation 
 
An individual commits the tort of intimidation when they threaten to do something unlawful 
in order to coerce another person to do something that causes damage to that person or to 
a third party. This tort is very similar to the criminal offence of intimidation, and it gives 
private parties an opportunity to seek relief from or compensation for intimidating activities.  
 
In the contexts of environmental activism and Indigenous rights advocacy, land defence, 
and water protection, protests that obstruct highways or access roads and make it difficult 
for staff to enter or exit industrial sites can give rise to complaints of intimidation. These 
complaints can ground injunction proceedings, and injunction orders granted against 
protestors may prohibit intimidation explicitly. 
 
     Nuisance 
 
There are two forms of the tort of nuisance: private and public. 
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 Private Nuisance 
 
The tort of private nuisance involves substantial and unreasonable interference with a 
person’s use and enjoyment of their land. Nuisance typically involves activities that occur for 
a significant amount of time (as opposed to activities that end soon after they begin and are 
not repeated frequently or continuously). Protest activities that last for days, weeks, or 
months as part of an extended campaign could constitute a nuisance if they interfere with 
the property rights of persons who live or operate businesses nearby. Interferences could 
include disruptive noises like chanting, singing, and shouting.  
 
Local governments in Nova Scotia may have specific by-laws in place to address nuisances 
created by noise. Both the Halifax Regional Municipality and the Cape Breton Regional 
Municipality have by-laws of this kind. These by-laws permit noisy activities at certain times 
of the day and prohibit noisy activities in the evenings, nights, and early mornings. However, 
these by-laws do not override the common law of nuisance or prevent persons from taking 
legal action to stop noisy activities that are happening during the day. 
 
 Public Nuisance 
 
The tort of public nuisance involves activities that substantially and unreasonably interfere 
with the public’s interest in health, safety, morality, comfort, or convenience. Litigation for 
public nuisance can be initiated most easily by the Crown (as represented by the Attorney 
General). Private individuals can only ground claims in public nuisance if the harms they 
have suffered are different from the harms the nuisance has caused to the general public. 
 
     Trespass 
 
Two forms of trespass are especially relevant to the law of protests in Nova Scotia: 
trespass to land and trespass to chattels.  
 
 Trespass to Chattels 
 
The tort of trespass to chattels involves intentional and direct interference with a person’s 
possession of a “chattel”. The word “chattel” is an old-fashioned legal term that refers to 
moveable property (as opposed to land and structures that are affixed to land, such as 
buildings). Industrial equipment and vehicles like chainsaws, excavators, rail cars, shipping 
containers, and trucks are all “chattels” for the purposes of this tort. 
 
A person can “interfere” with a chattel simply by touching it without permission—damage or 
disruption of the owner’s use are not required. A civil disobedience tactic that protestors 
have used in the past involves individuals climbing on or attaching themselves (using 
chains, handcuffs, or ties) to industrial equipment to prevent or stop the equipment from 
being used. Activities like these could expose you to civil liability for trespass to chattels. 
 
Notably, the tort of trespass to chattels is similar to, but not exactly the same as, the 
criminal offence of mischief. It is important to be mindful that some protest activities can 
expose you to civil and criminal liability at the same time. The example given above—of 
protestors climbing on or attaching themselves to industrial equipment to prevent or stop the 
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equipment being used—is an example of conduct that could expose you to civil liability for 
trespass to chattels as well as criminal liability for mischief. 
 

Trespass to Land 
 
The tort of trespass to land involves intentional and direct interference with land that is in 
another person’s possession. The person possessing the land does not need to own it—
they may control it through a lease, rental agreement, or some other form of authorization.  
 
A person can “interfere” with land simply by being on it without permission. Being there is 
enough—no evidence of damage to the land or disruption of the possessor’s use of the land 
is required.  
 
If you are on land with permission and the possessor revokes that permission by telling you 
to leave, you commit trespass by refusing to leave as ordered.  
 
Nova Scotia’s Protection of Property Act and Crown Lands Act intersect with and codify 
some aspects of the common law of trespass in Nova Scotia but do not override the 
common law. 
 
     Unlawful Means 
 
The unlawful means tort—sometimes called “unlawful interference with economic 
relations”—involves committing an actionable civil wrong against a party and, by that act, 
intentionally causing economic harm to another party.120  
 
In other words, the unlawful means tort addresses three-party situations in which A commits 
an actionable civil wrong against B and, by that act, intentionally causes economic harm to 
C.    
 
To give just one example: in the contexts of environmental activism and Indigenous rights 
advocacy, land defence, and water protection, the unlawful means tort could be relevant in 
situations where protest activities interfere with industrial initiatives that are being carried 
out by multiple subsidiaries or contractors that are different entities under the law. For 
example, if an activist (“A”) were to interfere with equipment that a business (“B”) owns and 
operates on contract as part of a larger initiative being run by a big corporation (“C”), and if 
A interferes with B’s equipment in order to lower C’s profits and weaken its initiative, C 
might respond by starting civil proceedings against A using the tort of unlawful means. 

                                                       
120 See for example the Nova Scotia Supreme Court’s decision in Geophysical Services Incorporated v 
Canada (Attorney General), 2021 NSSC 77 at paragraphs 48 and 53, following the Supreme Court of 
Canada’s decision in AI Enterprises Ltd v Bram Enterprises Ltd, 2014 SCC 12. 

https://www.canlii.org/en/ns/nssc/doc/2021/2021nssc77/2021nssc77.html
https://www.canlii.org/en/ns/nssc/doc/2021/2021nssc77/2021nssc77.html
https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/2014/2014scc12/2014scc12.html
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Understanding Injunction Proceedings 
 
Injunctions are court orders that are commonly used to prohibit certain activities. 
Injunctions are enforceable, and disobeying them can lead to serious consequences, such 
as charges under subsection 127(1) of the Criminal Code or legal proceedings for civil or 
criminal contempt of court. 
 
In the contexts of environmental activism and Indigenous rights advocacy, land defence, 
and water protection, injunctions are often sought against protestors who are frustrating 
corporate or government interests in some way, such as by setting up encampments or 
blockading access roads near industrial sites, publishing comments that criticize industrial 
activities, or occupying corporate or government work spaces. In such cases, an injunction 
can be a powerful tool for enforcing legal limitations on the freedoms of expression and 
peaceful assembly. 
  
Environmental activists and Indigenous rights advocates, land defenders, and water 
protectors can also seek injunctions to stop or prevent activities that jeopardize the 
environment or Indigenous rights; however, unlike their industrial counterparts, they do not 
often succeed in these attempts.121 Because the purpose of this guide is to help you 
understand your right to protest and the legal limitations on that right, this chapter does not 
discuss the difficulties of seeking an injunction to stop or prevent environmental harms; 
instead, it focuses on situations in which injunctions are sought to limit protest activities.  
 
Types of Injunctions that Courts May Grant in Nova Scotia 
 
Nova Scotian law recognizes three main kinds of injunction: interim injunctions, 
interlocutory injunctions, and permanent injunctions. 
 
Interim and interlocutory injunctions are temporary court orders. They are designed to 
protect a party’s legal interests while an underlying legal proceeding is winding its way 
through court. Permanent injunctions, as their name suggests, are permanent measures 
that courts can impose as final “remedies” to resolve a legal dispute. 
 
     Interim Injunctions 
 
Interim injunctions are designed to apply in the very short term, and they are designed for 
situations that have a special urgency, making it necessary for a court to issue an order 
quickly instead of waiting to conduct a more complete hearing on a motion for an 
interlocutory injunction.122 
 
Interim injunctions are often sought on an ex parte basis, meaning that a party can ask a 
judge to grant an interim injunction without hearing from the party or parties against whom 
the injunction is sought. In such cases, the party seeking the ex parte interim injunction has 
a legal obligation to make sure that relevant evidence is put before the court so that the 
court is not misled. 

                                                       
121 See Yellowhead Institute, Land Back: A Yellowhead Institute Red Paper (October 2019) at page 10. 
122 See Civil Procedure Rules, NS Civ Pro Rules 2009 at paragraph 41.04(2)(c).  

https://redpaper.yellowheadinstitute.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/red-paper-report-final.pdf
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According to Nova Scotia’s Civil Procedure Rules, a judge should not grant an interim 
injunction unless they are satisfied that the party seeking the injunction has moved or will 
move for an interlocutory injunction and is proceeding without delay.123 If a Nova Scotian 
court issues an interim injunction, that injunction will typically be set to last only until a 
motion for an interlocutory injunction can be heard. 
 
     Interlocutory Injunctions 
 
To seek an interlocutory injunction, a person needs to begin with an original proceeding, 
such as a legal action in tort. In the contexts of environmental activism and Indigenous 
rights advocacy, land defence, and water protection, injunction proceedings are often tied to 
legal actions based on torts such as interference with contractual relations or trespass. 
Injunctions can also be sought to prevent the continuation of criminal offences like 
intimidation or mischief.  
 
A motion for an interlocutory injunction will typically put a substantial factual record before 
the court, including submissions from both sides. This means that person(s) against whom 
the injunction is sought will have an opportunity to argue that the injunction should not be 
granted.   
 
Interim and interlocutory injunctions are often used to stop activities that have already 
begun, but injunctions can also be used to preemptively prevent activities that have not yet 
occurred. Preemptive injunctions like these are called quia timet injunctions—their name 
connotes a fear or apprehension that harm will occur. Interim and interlocutory injunctions 
can both take the form of quia timet injunctions. 
 
     Permanent Injunctions 
 
Whereas interim and interlocutory injunctions are designed to protect a party’s legal 
interests while an underlying legal proceeding is winding its way through court, permanent 
injunctions are final remedies that courts can grant to the successful parties in legal 
proceedings. Like interim and interlocutory injunctions, a permanent injunction can be quia 
timet.  
 
How Injunctions Are Sought in Nova Scotia 
 
The various processes for seeking an interim or interlocutory injunction in Nova Scotia are 
shaped by Nova Scotia’s Civil Procedure Rules as well as the common law. Civil 
Procedure Rule 41 (“CPR 41”) sets out the primary structure for injunction proceedings, but 
other civil procedure rules intersect with CPR 41, and the legal analyses that courts must 
conduct are shaped by the common law.  
 
     The Basic Legal Analysis 
 
The Supreme Court of Canada established the basic legal analysis that Canada’s courts 
conduct when they are asked to grant temporary injunctions. This analysis asks three 
questions: 
                                                       
123 See Civil Procedure Rules, NS Civ Pro Rules 2009 at paragraph 41.04(2)(b). 
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(i) is there a serious issue to be tried? 
 

(ii) will the party seeking the injunction suffer irreparable harm if the injunction is not 
granted?  

 
(iii) does the balance of convenience favour granting the injunction? 

 
To succeed in getting a temporary injunction, the party who brings the motion for the 
injunction (“the moving party”) needs to satisfy the court that all three of these questions 
should be answered in the affirmative. As we discuss in more detail below, this basic legal 
analysis will be expanded or nuanced according to the specific kind and form of injunction 
that is sought. 
 
The first question in the basic legal analysis—is there a serious issue to be tried?—is 
usually not a difficult hurdle to overcome. Most of the time, courts are simply looking to see 
that the underlying legal proceeding has some merit and is not “frivolous or vexatious”.124 
As a general rule, courts should not extensively review the merits of the claims being made 
on either side.  
 
In the contexts of environmental activism and Indigenous rights advocacy, land defence, 
and water protection, the second question in the basic legal analysis—will the party seeking 
the injunction suffer irreparable harm if the injunction is not granted?—tends to weigh 
heavily against environmental activists and Indigenous rights advocates, land defenders, 
and water protectors. According to the Supreme Court of Canada, irreparable harm is harm 
that either “cannot be quantified in monetary terms” or “cannot be cured, usually because 
one party cannot collect damages from the other”.125 Although the Supreme Court of 
Canada has stated that the fact that one party does not have the financial resources to pay 
damages to the other party does not automatically determine the application, the Court has 
also affirmed that this “may be a relevant consideration”.126 In situations where 
environmental activists or Indigenous rights advocates, land defenders, or water protectors 
prevent corporations from carrying out industrial activities, corporations often argue 
successfully that the protests are causing significant financial losses that the protestors 
cannot possibly repay. 
 
The third question in the basic legal analysis—does the balance of convenience favour 
granting the injunction?—asks “which of the two parties will suffer the greater harm” if the 
court decides to grant or refuse to grant the temporary injunction.127 The parties’ individual 
interests and the greater public interest are all relevant at this stage. Because the public 
interest is a relevant consideration here, this stage of the analysis offers an opportunity for 
environmental activists and Indigenous rights advocates, land defenders, and water 
protectors to argue that restricting their protest activities would harm the public interest.  

                                                       
124 See the Supreme Court of Canada’s decision in RJR-MacDonald Inc v Canada (Attorney General), 
[1994] 1 SCR 311 at page 337. See also Sipekne’katik Band Council v Doe, 2020 NSSC 310 at 
paragraphs 19-22 for a recent application of this analysis by the Nova Scotia Supreme Court.  
125 See the Supreme Court of Canada’s decision in RJR-MacDonald Inc v Canada (Attorney General), 
[1994] 1 SCR 311 at page 341. 
126 Ibid at page 341. 
127 Ibid at page 342. 

https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/1994/1994canlii117/1994canlii117.pdf
https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/1994/1994canlii117/1994canlii117.pdf
https://www.canlii.org/en/ns/nssc/doc/2020/2020nssc310/2020nssc310.html?autocompleteStr=Sipekne%27katik%20Band&autocompletePos=1
https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/1994/1994canlii117/1994canlii117.pdf
https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/1994/1994canlii117/1994canlii117.pdf
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The third question in the basic legal analysis is also an opportunity for the court to consider 
whether its decision to grant or refuse an injunction “will have the practical effect of putting 
an end to the action”.128 In the contexts of environmental activism and Indigenous rights 
advocacy, land defence, and water protection, injunction proceedings are often the “end 
games” of the litigation that governments or corporations initiate against protestors. When 
protests are designed to stop a harmful activity from occurring, an injunction decision that 
preserves the status quo and allows a corporation to proceed with its activities will mean 
that the harm that the protestors wanted to prevent may happen long before the corporation 
comes back to court to pursue its underlying claim. In fact, in some cases, corporations do 
not bother to come back to court at all to prove their underlying claims, because the 
interlocutory injunction is enough to give them what they want—the ability to carry on with 
their planned activities. At the third stage of the injunction analysis, courts are expected to 
take these kinds of considerations into account. They are part of the balancing exercise that 
courts need to conduct when they weigh the risks of causing injustice by granting or 
refusing to grant a temporary injunction.129 
  
     Expanding and Nuancing the Basic Legal Analysis 
 
The basic legal analysis that applies to temporary injunctions will be expanded or nuanced 
according to the specific kind and form of injunction being sought. 
 
 Interim Injunctions 
 
When the moving party seeks an interim injunction, the basic legal analysis is expanded to 
account for the urgency that must also be established. In such cases, Nova Scotia’s Civil 
Procedure Rules say that the party seeking the interim injunction must satisfy the court that 
“an urgency exists” that requires the interim injunction to be imposed quickly instead of 
waiting for a motion for an interlocutory injunction to be heard.130 
 
 Quia Timet Injunctions 
 
When the moving party seeks a quia timet injunction, the second question asked in the 
basic legal analysis—will the party seeking the injunction suffer irreparable harm if the 
injunction is not granted?—is modified, and the party seeking the injunction must prove “the 
presence of harm that is about to occur imminently or in the near future” and “a high 
probability that the alleged harm will occur”.131  
 
Injunctions with Negative Impacts on Aboriginal or Treaty Rights 
 
The Aboriginal rights and treaty rights of the Indigenous peoples of Canada are 
protected under the Constitution Act, 1982. In an important decision called Frontenac 
Ventures Corporation v Ardoch Algonquin First Nation (“Frontenac”), the Ontario Court of 

                                                       
128 See the Supreme Court of Canada’s decision in RJR-MacDonald Inc v Canada (Attorney General), 
[1994] 1 SCR 311 at page 338. 
129 Ibid at page 338. 
130 See Civil Procedure Rules, NS Civ Pro Rules 2009 at paragraph 41.04(2)(c). 
131 See the Nova Scotia Supreme Court’s decision in Nova Scotia (Attorney General) v Freedom Nova 
Scotia, 2021 NSSC 170 at paragraphs 14-21. 

https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/1994/1994canlii117/1994canlii117.pdf
https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/1994/1994canlii117/1994canlii117.pdf
https://www.canlii.org/en/ns/nssc/doc/2021/2021nssc170/2021nssc170.html
https://www.canlii.org/en/ns/nssc/doc/2021/2021nssc170/2021nssc170.html
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Appeal commented that this constitutional protection requires courts to take an especially 
nuanced and “textured” approach when deciding whether to grant an injunction that could 
have a negative impact on Aboriginal or treaty rights.132 
 
More specifically, the Ontario Court of Appeal said in Frontenac that when courts are asked 
to grant injunctions in situations where Aboriginal and treaty rights are at stake, 
 

[…] injunctions sought by private parties to protect their interests should only be 
granted where every effort has been made by the court to encourage consultation, 
negotiation, accommodation and reconciliation among the competing rights and 
interests.133 

 
These comments were “obiter”, which means that they are not legally binding. Even so, it is 
noteworthy that the Ontario Court of Appeal’s comments call on all Canadian courts to take 
a more active role in upholding Aboriginal and treaty rights and advancing reconciliation 
when they are asked to grant injunctions against Indigenous rights advocates, land 
defenders, and water protectors. 
 
Applying to Rescind, Suspend, or Vary Injunctions 
 
Anecdotal experience and case law make it clear that environmental activists and 
Indigenous rights advocates, land defenders, and water protectors often challenge the 
validity of injunctions by ignoring or defying them. Whether or not this works well as a public 
advocacy strategy or a way to prevent harmful industrial activities may vary from case to 
case, but, as a legal strategy, it is not likely to be effective. 
 
You may believe that an injunction improperly limits your freedoms of expression or 
peaceful assembly or that it fails to recognize Aboriginal and treaty rights that are protected 
under the Constitution. The injunction may in fact do any or all of these things, but Canadian 
courts take the position that court orders must be obeyed until they are challenged lawfully.  
 
Violating an injunction and challenging its lawfulness as part of your defence in a contempt 
of court proceeding or in a prosecution under subsection 127(1) of the Criminal Code is not 
an ideal way to challenge the validity of an injunction. From the perspective of the courts, 
the most appropriate way to challenge the validity of an injunction is to come to court 
directly by bringing a motion to have the injunction rescinded, suspended, or varied. 
 
In the contexts of environmental activism and Indigenous rights advocacy, land defence, 
and water protection, it is common for injunction orders to name one or more specific 
defendants and to include all other members of the general public by naming “John Doe”, 
“Jane Doe”, and “Persons Unknown” as additional defendants as well. Injunctions also 
typically refer to the defendants and “all persons having knowledge” of the orders as being 
bound by the injunctions’ terms.  
 

                                                       
132 See Frontenac Ventures Corporation v Ardoch Algonquin First Nation, 2008 ONCA 534 at paragraph 
43. 
133 Ibid at paragraph 46. 

https://www.canlii.org/en/on/onca/doc/2008/2008onca534/2008onca534.html
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If you are a member of the public whose protest activities have been affected by the naming 
of “John Doe”, “Jane Doe”, or “Persons Unknown” in an injunction (or by the inclusion of 
other language to the same effect), you can apply to the court that issued the injunction and 
argue that it is not fair for the injunction to restrict your rights as it does. Many injunctions 
include specific language to this effect so that members of the public will know the right 
exists, and they sometimes include specific timelines for giving the court notice that you 
want to be heard. 
 
If your protest activities have been affected by the naming of “John Doe”, “Jane Doe”, or 
“Persons Unknown” in an injunction (or by the inclusion of other language to the same 
effect) and you want to apply to the court to have the injunction rescinded, suspended, or 
varied, we recommend that you seek assistance from a lawyer who can represent you or 
help to guide you through the process. 
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Additional Resources 
 
Several guides to the law of protests have been prepared by law firms, advocacy groups, 
and civil liberties associations throughout Canada and can be accessed easily online. 
Reviewing these can help you to enhance your knowledge, but it is important to keep an 
eye out for significant jurisdictional differences (i.e., guides focusing on protests in other 
provinces or territories may refer to laws and legal processes that do not apply in Nova 
Scotia). 
 
The Canadian Civil Liberties Association has developed a generalized “Know Your Protest 
Rights” pamphlet that has been designed for easy printing and transport so that you can 
carry it with you when you take part in marches, rallies, or other demonstrations. 
 
If you require legal information or legal support in Nova Scotia, these resources can help to 
connect you with lawyers who can help: 
 
Dalhousie Legal Aid Service 
 
East Coast Environmental Law: Environmental Law Inquiry Service 
 
Legal Information Society of Nova Scotia 
 
Mi’kmaw Legal Support Network 
 
Nova Scotia Legal Aid 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://ccla.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/Protest-Rights-Guide.pdf
https://ccla.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/Protest-Rights-Guide.pdf
https://www.dal.ca/faculty/law/dlas/contact-us.html
https://www.ecelaw.ca/law-inquiry-service/start-an-inquiry.html
https://www.legalinfo.org/
https://ns.211.ca/services/mikmaw-legal-support-network-dartmouth/mikmaw-legal-support-network/
https://www.nslegalaid.ca/contact-us/
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